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1995 TOWN OFFICERS
Term Expires Term Expires
Selectmen Fire Chief
Susan Webster 3/96 Richard Mardin *
Claudia Goodwin 3/97
Steven L. Huss 3/98 Fire Warden
Richard Mardin *
Tax Collector Darrell Smith, Dep.
*
Ellen King 3/96
P. Bartholomew, Dep. * Fire Wards
Gary Mack 3/97
Town Clerk Barry Eastman 3/96
Priscilla Bartholomew 3/96 Earl Hansen 3/98
Ellen King, Deputy *
Planning Board
Earl Hansen, Chrm. 3/97
Town Treasurer
Steven Huss, Ex. 0.
*
Harry L. Heath 3/96
Richard D. Currier 3/97
David Moore 3/98
Trustees of Trust Fund Marcia Harmony 3/98
Anthony Raymond 3/97 Laura Heath, Alt. 3/97
Samuel Laverack 3/98 Michael O'Donnell 3/98
William Webb 3/96 Open, Alt.
Open, Alt.
Budget Committee Open
William Webb, Chrm. 3/97
John R. Jurczynski 3/96 Sewer District Manager
Patti Biederman, Ex-0 * Sandra Heath, Adm. *
Richard Fabian Jr. 3/98 Ellen King, Mgr.
*
Supervisors of Checklist Town Hall Committee
Anthony Raymond 3/96 Jeff Cripps *
Margaret Currier 3/2000 Steven Szabadics
*
Roger Gage 3/98 Patricia Ford Ex-Officer
Moderator Librarian
Ross V. Deachman 3/97 Mary Delashmit
Jane Blaine, Ass't








Laura Heath 3/96 Gary Cripps 3/97
Nancy W. Grady 3/97









D. Arthur Bartholomew 3/97
Patti-Jean Biederman 3/98




Jack A. Saunders 6/95
Scott Pulsifer, Alt. 6/95
Larry T. Spencer, Chrm. 3/96
Mary Morrill, Alt. 3/97
Gail Maggi, Alt. 3/97
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(*) ...until another person shall be
chosen and qualified.
1995 BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Holderness bid a fond farewell to Harold Maybeck, who finished his
term in March. A busy personal schedule teaching at Plymouth State
College precluded another term. From all of us a heartfelt thank you.
Steve Huss joined us this year and has had a very full year. His pres-
ence has added a good business head to the Board. Welcome to the
Board Steve!
Another very busy year for our town of Holderness, New Hampshire.
With the ever increasing demand for accountability, and the need for
paperwork to support it, we commend the Staff at the Town Offices for
doing an excellent job with an ever-expanding task. Many thanks to
Kathy Rowell, Municipal Secretary, who moved to Florida. We wish her
the best in her new location. We welcome Maureen Evleth, as the new
Secretary. She brings much experience to the job, and we are lucky to
have her.
One of the first orders of business was the implementation of the
new computer program in the Bookkeeping Department to upgrade the
accounting system and facilitate the retrieval of data for the Department
Heads, the Town Administrator, and the Budget Committee. We are
using One Write software. After initial adjustments, it has made a big dif-
ference in the Bookkeeping Department.
The Selectmen addressed the request by the Town to implement a
Department Review by an outside firm. After much discussion, investiga-
tion into other towns experience with these firms, and the formation of
the Committee to address the building needs of the Public Safety
Building and Highway Garage, it was the consensus of the Board not to
expend the funds for that project.
Other important items on the town's agenda were:
The task of choosing an assessing firm was completed with the hir-
ing of Avitar Associates of New England, Inc. under the direction of Gary
Roberge. They did the preliminary work for a system that keeps the val-
ues current, so the town does not have the flucuations in value that have
occurred in the past. It will keep a more parallel course with the current
sales figures.
Enhanced 911 is proceeding. The GPS (Global Positioning System)
map from the State has not been completed yet. Private roads have
been named that add to the number of signs required. Much needs to be
done to identify, catalogue, and update the information necessary to
keep the system working to its highest potential. House numbers cannot
be assigned until the map is complete. As soon as they are ready every
one will be notified!
The Town purchased a new Galion Grader to replace the 1972
model that outlived its usefulness after 23 years of service.
The Selectmen attended a number of meetings held by the N.H.
Department of Transportation to address the Interstate 93 Off and On
Ramps at exit 25. Also, the new Pemigewasset Bridge Project to replace
the existing Green Bridge that joins Holdemess and Plymouth. We will
continue to represent the town's interest at future meetings.
Congratulations to Georgene Fabian, the recipient of the N.H. Office
of State Planning's award for Outstanding Community Volunteer. Thank
you, Georgene for your commitment and hard work on the Holdemess
Master Plan. It was much appreciated!
The N.H. Department of Fish & Game acquired the former
Holdemess Glenn property consisting of 220 acres.
Another section of Coxboro Road was completed this year with
monies from the Road Reconstruction Capital Reserve Fund. In 1996,
upon the recommendation of the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP)
committee, the Selectmen propose to do another section of Coxboro
Road and Shepard Hill Road. Monies for these projects will again come
from the Road Reconstruction Capital Reserve Fund if approved at the
Town Meeting.
Holdemess qualified for Federal funds from FEMA (Federal
Emergency Management Agency) to reimburse the Town for 75% of its
costs generated by the October floods. The Selectmen (with the
approval of the Budget Committee) have submitted two articles in the
1996 Warrant to establish a Flood Expendable Trust Fund and a Forest
Fire Expendable Trust Fund to set aside monies to cover the costs of
these natural disasters. The Town is reimbursed for such costs and the
monies received would be placed in the respective funds in the future.
This year, the voters of the Town of Holdemess have an opportunity
to address the building needs of three of our dedicated departments who
are "on call" 24 hours a day.
After nearly two decades of research, proposals, and compromises,
the Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend the proposals
made by the Public Safety and Road Maintenance Buildings Committee.
The proposals recommend the construction of a new Fire/Police facility,
to be located across the street from the present Fire Station, and a new
Highway Garage, to be located on a 5 acre parcel in the Town Forest.
(This site was approved at the 1987 Town Meeting).
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Justification of need are as follows:
Removal of the police and highway functions from the Town Hall will
provide much needed space inside the building and parking facilities
outside the building.
The present quarters for all three departments are inadequate, to
say the least! The Highway Department currently consists of three
weathered wood frame buildings; our inventory of trucks, loader and
related equipment is stored outside exposed to the weather; the staff
members' working environment is less than satisfactory. The Fire
Department has had additions in the past, but it has out grown them.
There is no space for the new fire engine, training, or even to move
safely amongst the existing fire apparatus. The Police Department con-
sists of 750 square feet of space. There are no separate areas for the
questioning of adult and juvenile detainees. The reception area is
exposed to the open foyer of the Town Office.
The funding for these two projects is to be provided by the sale of
municipal bonds. Hearing No. 1 was held on January 24, 1996. At that
hearing, the amount recommended for bonding was $1.4 million.
Subsequent meetings pared that figure down to $950,000. This amount
has the approval of the Board of Selectmen, the Buildings Committee
and the Budget Committee. To pass the bond issue requires a 2/3
majority vote. We urge you to attend Town Meeting and cast your ballot!
The Board of Selectmen would like to take this opportunity to thank
the Public Safety and Road Maintenance Buildings Committee for its
extraordinary efforts to bring these proposals before Town Meeting.
Those efforts included hiring SFC Engineering to oversee the develop-
ment of plans to include the most recent building, fire, handicap accessi-
bility codes; architectural drawings; consideration of site preparation, to
name a few.






Holderness Board of Selectmen
ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT 1995
You all know the town had a property assessment update. We
essentially, have a new system to learn. We have revised base rates
for land and for building construction. In the past all lake property was
based on the Big Squam Lake rate, now additional base rates have
been set for the River Channel, Little Squam Lake and White Oak Pond.
For properties assessed for a view, we now have a manual with exam-
ples of views with their values. We have charts showing positive fac-
tors: sandy beach, landscaped, etc. and negative factors: shallow or
rocky waterfront, steep waterfront topography etc. This year we con-
centrated on the land values. Over the next few years, we are going to
concentrate on the building values. Instead of doing a town wide
review, we are dividing the town into sections. Each year a section will
be done and all buildings within that section will be inspected and mea-
sured.
This past year I worked closely with the Building Committee: Larry
Gooch, Alan Howe, Adrian Robie, Mike O'Donnell, Paul Montour, Skip
VanSickle and Sue Webster. Meeting almost weekly, all members were
conscientious and did an excellent job. They presented good in depth
questions to the engineer and architect regarding building construction
costs. They prepared a solid proposal for the present and future needs
of the Fire, Police and Highway Departments.
I look forward to 1996. It should be a productive year with the town






TOWN MEETING-MARCH 14, 15, 1995
At the annual Town Meeting of the Town of Holderness held on
March 14 and 15, 1995, the following business was transacted.
At 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday March 14, 1995, at the Holderness Town
Hall, the Moderator, Ross Deachman convened the meeting and started
the reading of the Warrant. After reading Articles 1 and 2, the Moderator
declared the polls open. At 7:00 p.m. the polls were closed and the bal-
lots were counted. Results were announced and winners were declared
by the Moderator.
At 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 15, 1995 at the Holderness
Central School the Meeting resumed. Moderator, Ross V. Deachman
opened the meeting with pledge of allegiance and by having a moment
of silence for those residents who passed away during the year of 1994.
The results of the town election which took place Tuesday, March 14,
1995 were announced by the Moderator.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose all Town Officers by official ballot.
Selectman for 3 years:
Steven L. Huss had 176
9 Write Ins
Town Treasurer for 1 year:
Harry L Heath had 185
3 Write Ins
Overseer of Welfare for 1 year:
Laura M. Heath had 193
1 Write In
Trustee of Trust Fund for 3 years:
Samuel L. Laverack had 204
Superintendent of Cemeteries for 1 year:
Lyle Thompson had 22
26 Write Ins
Fire Ward for 3 years:
Earl Hansen had 196
2 Write Ins
Moderator for 2 years:
Ross V. Deachman had 200
3 Write Ins
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2 Library Trustees for 3 years:
Jane E. Huntoon had 178
Susan C. Stepp had 192
Holdemess School District:
2 School Board Members for 3 years:
Patti-Jeanne Biederman had 154
Steven A. Greene had 113
Olive W. Staples had 106
Pemi Baker Regional School District:
Moderator for 1 year:
Robert B. Clay had 207
School Board Member from Holdemess for 3 years:
Martha Richards had 179
15 Write Ins
School Board Member from Holdemess for 1 year:
Ross V. Deachman had 1 97
School Board Member from Plymouth for 1 year:
Kathleen E. Ringlein had 83
Jonathan Freeman had 68
School Board Member from Wentworth for 3 years:
Susan M. Judd had 162
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote by official ballot on the
amendments to the existing Zoning Ordinance as proposed.
#1: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Both items will be placed in a new Article for Emergency Actions.
These are to expedite corrective actions for an existing failed system.
They are never to be used for new, nonexistent systems or to circum-
vent the intent of the ordinance.
EXPEDITED SEPTIC SYSTEM REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT
Existing septic systems, that have failed, that can not meet present
zoning requirements may be repaired or replaced upon receiving the
written approval of the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, the
Chairman of the Planning Board, and the Chairman of the Zoning Board
of Adjustment, or their designee(s). The Health Officer shall provide a
recommended course of action to each of the chairmen within three
working days of receiving the application for the system. The chairmen
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shall submit their reply to the Board of Selectmen within five days of
receiving the Health Officer's recommendations. Upon receipt of the writ-
ten approval the Selectmen, or their designee, shall expedite the
issuance of a building permit. If the location of the replacement system
cannot practicably meet the requirements of this ordinance the permit
may be issued without a variance. Should any of the chairmen not
approve of the repair or replacement the applicant will have to proceed
with the normal course of action as outlined in the zoning ordinance.
This does not negate the need to adhere to all applicable State of New
Hampshire requirements.
REPLACEMENT WELLS
The Selectmen, or their designee, after consultation with the health
officer, may immediately issue a building permit to repair or replace a
failed well. If the location of the replacement well cannot practicably
meet the requirements of this ordinance the permit may be issued with-
out a variance. The Selectmen or their designee should attempt to have
the new well come as close as possible to the ordinance requirements.
(These are recommended by the Planning Board)
YES 182 NO 28
#2 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Sand & Gravel Excavation as a Special Exception in both
General Residential and Commercial zones.
(This is recommended by the Planning Board)
YES 154 NO 52
#3 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add the following locations:
Recreation Facility-Personal & Recreation Facility-Public, as permit-
ted uses in all zones.
Recreation Facility-Commercial, as a permitted use in the
Commercial zone and as a Special Exception in all other zones.
Recreation Facility-Commercial Low Impact as a permitted use in
the Commercial zone and as a Special Exception in all other zones.
Small Retail Business (less than 2500 sq. ft. ) as a Special
Exception in the Rural Residential zone.
(These are recommended by the Planning Board)
YES 168 NO 41
#4 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add the following definition:
Recreation Facility-Commercial Low Impact-A recreation facility
operated as a business and open to the public for a fee. The low impact
uses shall be non-motorized bikes, non-motorized boating, cross country
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skiing, snowmobiling, horseback riding, horse drawn wagon or sled
operation, picnicking, swimming, snowshoeing, hiking & backpacking.
(This is recommended by the Planning Board)
YES 170 NO 39
#5 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
ISSUING PERMITS
Change the last sentence in the second paragraph of Article IX,
Section B, from "There is a twenty day appeal period after the issuance
of a permit." To read "There is a twenty day appeal period after the
issuance of permit except in the case of a permit for the repair or
replacement of a well or septic system, in which case the permit shall
become effective upon its issuance."
(This is recommended by the Planning Board)
YES 182 NO 28
ARTICLE 3: To Accept the report of all Town Officers and
Committees. Earl Hansen moved the motion and Larry Gooch seconded
it. The article PASSED by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to add one alternate mem-
ber to the Recreation Board to be appointed by the Selectmen to serve
for a term of 2 years. Moved by Margaret Winton and seconded by Earl
Hansen. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of ten
thousand dollars ($10,000.) as an expendable trust from the White Oak
Pond Association. The purpose of the trust is to repair and maintain the
dam on White Oak Pond. The selectmen are to be the agent to expend
the monies in the trust. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Larry
Gooch. Questions were asked about the use of the money. Harold
Maybeck explained that the money was for repairing and maintaining the
dam. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of con-
structing a recreational path in Town and raise and appropriate the sum
of fifteen thousand ($15,000.00) to be placed in this fund. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Alisoun Hodges was recognized by the Moderator and moved that the
article be amended to read as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of constructing a recre-
ational path in Town and raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen
($15,000.00) to be placed in this fund, and further to authorize the
Selectmen to act as agents for this Capital Reserve Fund, seconded by
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William Webb. A letter was read by Alisoun Hodges in favor of the
motion. Selectman Harold Maybeck spoke against the motion. Several
residents spoke in favor and against the article. Questions were raised
about the cost to the town and the length of time it would take to com-
plete the project. Bill Webb explained the project. Discussion continued
about who's responsibility it will be to maintain paths, policing, and ques-
tions about crossing over residents' property. After a lengthy discussion,
Fran Taylor moved to end debate and Jean Bergeron seconded the
motion. The motion to cut off debate was passed. The Moderator Ross
V. Deachman read the main motion as amended Alisoun Hodges moved
the motion and it was seconded by Bob Bergeron. A voice vote was
taken. The Moderator then requested a division of the house. A standing
vote was taken, 89 votes were in the affirmative and 50 votes were neg-
ative. The article as amended PASSED.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for the construction of a recreation
path and to authorize the withdrawal from the recreational path capital
reserve fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. The Moderator, Ross V. Deachman after reading the arti-
cle recognized Alisoun Hodges. Alisoun wants to move Article 7 to read
as follows: To see if the town will vote to authorize the withdrawal of up
to $15,000.00 from the recreational path capital reserve fund to be used
toward the construction of a recreational path. The motion was second-
ed by Bob Bergeron. Some discussion followed. A voice vote was taken
and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen
to enter into a 5 year lease purchase agreement for a road grader for the
Highway Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen
thousand six hundred dollars ($18,600) for the first 6 months lease pay-
ments. Selectman, Susan Webster wants to make a motion to amend
the article to read $25,705.06. Motion was seconded by Malcolm "Tink"
Taylor. Susan Webster explains the increase in amount of money need-
ed. This will be the amount annually. The Moderator, Ross V. Deachman
also states that the 6 months be changed to 12 months. Discussion fol-
lowed. Wilson Earl explains the need to purchase a new grader. Martha
Richards makes a motion to move question, seconded by Sandra Heath.
A voice vote was taken and the article as amended PASSED.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) for the reconstruction of a
section of Coxboro Road and authorize the withdrawal of said funds
from the capital reserve fund created for that purpose. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. Moved by
Margaret Winton and seconded by James Greene. Tink Taylor asked
what the amount of the capital reserve fund is at present? The
Moderator Ross Deachman stated that the amount is $124,966.62 plus
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interest as of Dec. 31st. No discussion followed. A voice vote was taken
and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
seventeen thousand dollars ($17,000.00) for engineering studies and
construction designs for a Fire Station, Highway Dept. garage and Police
Station and to authorize the withdrawal of said funds from the
Land/Building Acquisition capital reserve fund. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. Moved by Earl
Hansen and seconded by Alden Van Sickle. A question was asked
about the $30,000.00 that was appropriated last year. Larry Gooch
responded to the question by saying that the town did appropriate that
money and that some of it has been used for engineering survey on the
site at Rte. 3 and Rte. 175. He also explained what the monies will be
used for in the future. A voice vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum of two hundred three thousand dollars ($203,000.00) to be placed









Transfer Station closure 2,000
River St. sewer reconst. 2,000
The Selectmen recommend the above figure. The Budget
Committee recommends $188,000 to be placed in Captial Reserve
Funds. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Alden Van Sickle. Bill
Webb wants to amend the article to read, raise and appropriate the sum
of $188,000.00 to be placed in the following designated Captial Reserve
Funds. All the amounts are to remain the same except the fire truck
which would be $15,000 instead of $30,000. Seconded by John
Jurczynski. Bill Webb explains the feelings of the Budget Committee.
Budget Committee would like to put in $15,000 this year and $15,000
next year and then add to the amount next year. Earl Hansen feels that
we won't be able to keep up with costs if we don't put in $30,000 this
year and that we will fall behind. Some discussion followed. Selectman,
Susan Webster states, she supports the $30,000. A vote was taken on
the amendment, which was the amount of $188,000.00 which reduces
the amount on the fire truck to $15,000.00. The vote was in the negative.
Fran Taylor called for a division of the house. The count was taken of
those in favor and the Moderator stated, there was no need to count and
the chair declared the motion to amend was defeated. Back to the main
motion, which is the amount of $203,000.00. A voice vote was taken and
the article PASSED.
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ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
nineteen thousand eight hundred dollars ($19,800) for a police cruiser
and to authorize the withdrawal of said funds from the capital reserve
fund created for this purpose. The Selectmen and the Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. Moved by Earl Hansen and
seconded by Malcolm "Tink" Taylor. Larry Gooch wants explanation by
the Police Chief as to why we need a new cruiser? Chief Ty Gagne
explains the need for the new cruiser is because of high mileage on the
present cruiser and the safety issue. David Arnold wants to know if we
will be purchasing a cruiser every year. Chief Gagne explains that next
year we will not be purchasing a cruiser but that the plan is to hopefully
purchase one the following year. A voice vote was taken and the article
PASSED.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of one million five hundred twenty two thousand three hundred
fifty one dollars ($1 ,522,351 .00) which represents the posted operating
budget. Said sum does include special and individual articles
addressed, Recommended by the Budget Committee. The Selectmen
recommend $1,538,001.00. The chair recognizes Selectman, Susan
Webster, who moves to raise and appropriate $1,545,106.06 which
includes the increase in the Police Chief's salary of $650.00. The
Moderator then stated the motion as follows, to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,545,106.06 which sum includes amounts previously
raised under prior articles. The motion was seconded by Jim Greene.
Bill Webb explains the difference between the recommendation of the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee. Budget Committee feels that the
chief has done an outstanding job and had recommended a 6%
increase but not the amount the Selectmen recommended which is a
10% increase. Selectman, Susan Webster spoke in favor of the 10%
pay raise. Richard Currier states that he feels it is not a pay raise but
bringing the Chief's salary in line with other chiefs in the area. A voice
vote was taken and the article PASSED.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and devices
made to the Town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA
31:19. Moved by Earl Hansen and seconded by Larry Gooch. No dis-
cussion followed. The article PASSED.
The Chair recognizes Sid Lovett. Mr. Lovett wants to thank the town
for their support to the Historical Society. He also states, that the
Historical Society would accept any older articles that might be appropri-
ate. He also requests that the Selectmen and the Town Manager pre-
pare a pay writ and that they also prepare a personnel review policy and
have it ready for the next town meeting. The Moderator accepts it as a
sense of the meeting. The Moderator recognizes Bill Webb. Mr. Webb
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wants to thank David Dupuis for the great job he has done on the Park
Board. Earl Hansen also wants to thank the out going Selectman, Harold
Maybeck.
ARTICLE 16: To transact any other business that may legally come
before the meeting. No other business was discussed. Earl Hansen
moved that the meeting be adjourned and Alden Van Sickle seconded.
The article carried in the affirmative and the Town Meeting adjourned at
8:45 p.m.





PUBLIC SAFETY AND ROAD
MAINTENANCE BUILDING
COMMITTEE
The Public Safety and Road Maintenance Building Committee,
called into existence by the Board of Selectmen in late November of
1994, continued to work on site selection and facility planning during
1995. The objective of that work, as described in the 1994 Town Annual
Report, was to bring to the March 1996 Annual Town Meeting a Warrant
Article or Articles asking the town to approve the acquisition of land and
the funding to construct a new combination Police and Fire Station, and
to fund the construction of a new Town Highway Department and
Maintenance Building.
The Committee completed its site evaluation work over the summer,
and made a recommendation to the Board of Selectmen to enter into a
Purchase and Sale Agreement to purchase the property directly across
the street from the present Fire Station, contingent upon approval of the
March 1996 Town Meeting. This was done.
Preliminary site and building plans were drawn for the two facilities,
estimates obtained for construction, and preliminary figures developed
for the project. Work was also done to examine issues raised by con-
cerned citizens around the proposed scope and location of the two pro-
jects, and to prepare for the presentation of the projects to the town.
Public information meetings were held in August and December, and a
first Bond Hearing in January, 1996.
Following that meeting, the Budget Committee requested and was
given a rational and justification for the project, and then, it requested
that the Building Committee reconsider the size of the project. Joint
meetings were held among the Board of Selectmen, the Budget
Committee, and the Building Committee to work out a compromise that
would meet the needs of the town while reducing the amount of long
term debt which the town would have to carry.
This compromise was reflected in the proposed 1996 Town Budget
presented at the Budget Hearing, and was presented at a second Bond
Hearing held on the 22nd of February. The Committee is confident that
the project, as now proposed, will meet the objectives set down at the
start of our work.
The Building Committee, the Budget Committee, the Board of
Selectmen and representatives of the three departments who will be
served by these facilities, have all worked together to bring the recom-
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mended project to the town. In doing so, we have always been con-
scious of the fact that we were building on work done by previous com-
mittees and boards, going back nearly two decades. The Warrant
Articles we bring to the Town Meeting this March reflect all of that work,
vision, and planning. We urge the voters of the Town of Holderness to
approve this project.
A more detailed report of the work of the Committee, which includes
a full description of the proposed Fire and Police Station and the Town








Sandy Heath - Town Administrator




As I approach my third year as your Chief of Police, I can best
describe 1995 as a year of changes and challenges for the Holdemess
Police Department. Throughout the year the department was faced with
several time and manpower consuming incidents that required a team
effort from all personnel. The department is currently experiencing an
increase in criminal investigations and juvenile services which has made
it necessary to assign an officer to handle those duties as well as
patrolling. Though Holdemess is a small community, we are faced with
the realization that location and population does not make us immune to
incidents which would "never happen here".
I am very proud of our officers'performance in 1995, they have each
worked hard and we are very fortunate to have them. Sergeant Shawn
Magoon is responsible for patrol supervision, that is, it is his job to make
sure that the police officers are performing their duties properly. Shawn
has given 110%, this year in December graduated from the New
England Institute of Law Enforcement Management, a three week
Command Training Program held at Boston College in Wellesly,
Massachusetts. Shawn is entering his fifth year with the department.
Officer Mark Nash, in his second year, is "a man of many hats" in
the department. Mark is respnsible for training all incoming police offi-
cers in the field as well as performing his normal patrol responsiblities.
Mark has also been assigned to investigations and juvenile services.
Mark has done a great job in balancing each of his responsiblities and is
a true asset to the town.
Filling our two full-time vacancies this year were Officer Jeffrey
Meier and Officer Jeremiah Patridge. Jeff is a native to this area and he
brings with him a great knowledge of the outdoors, which has come in
handy at different times this year. Jeff is responsible for cruiser mainte-
nance and evidence handling at the department. Jeremiah or "Jake" as
he is known to everyone, brings with him a solid knowledge to the Town
of Holdemess and those who reside here. I am happy that Jake chose
to start his career in law enforcement where he grew up, as I did. It is
my hope that both he and Jeff will stay with us for a long time to come.
In closing I would like to thank our part-time police officers who are
often called to fill a shift on a moments notice, Debbie Lurie, our secre-
tary for her hard work and dedication, Steve and Dickie Currier at S.W.
Currier and Sons for their outstanding cruiser maintenance and the
Board of Selectmen and residents of Holdemess for your continued sup-
port in our effort to provide quality police service.
















Disobeying an Officer 1





















Vacant House Checks 38
Weapons Crimes 1
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SIXTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT-1995
The Holderness Fire Department had a record year in 1995 with a
total of 218 calls. The 50% increase in medical calls to 99 kept our
seven EMTs very busy, and they again made use of the "DHART" heli-
copter in a critical case. Nine structure fires was also an unusually high
number.
In July we responded to a forest fire on Mt. Livermore caused by a
lightning strike which proved to be rather difficult to extinguish. The burn-
ing area was on a steep, rocky, side hill, the last 100 yards or so acces-
sible only by foot or by helicopter. The problem with paying for forest
fires is that the up-front expense comes right out of the HFD budget
which was not prepared with a costly forest fire in mind. And it's obvious
we can't plan for a major forest fire in a particular year—the frequency is
more like once every five or ten years. The State of New Hampshire
eventually reimburses the Town for half of the expense, but the payment
goes directly into the General Fund, not the HFD budget. We don't want
to inflate our yearly budget based on what might happen, so we are
proposing in Warrant Articles for 1996 that the Town have a "Non-
expendable Trust Fund" for forest fires (and one for floods—the other
infrequent and unpredictable type of response we handle). After the
Trust Funds reach enough to cover one major forest fire and one big
flood year, they would be replenished only to the extent they were
depleted in the previous year.
Another set of Articles to appear on the 1996 Warrant proposes that
the Town purchase the Helen Miller property (directly across Route 3
from the present Fire Station) and construct a new combined Fire and
Police Station. In December of 1994 the Selectmen appointed a Building
Committee to study the needs of the Police, Fire, and Highway
Departments and to develop recommendations to address those needs.
Meeting almost weekly since the above date, this Committee (chaired by
Larry Gooch and including Alan Howe, Paul Montour, Mike O'Donnell,
Adrian Robie, Sandy Heath, Susan Webster, and one member of the
HFD—former Selectman Skip Van Sickle) has studied the work and pro-
posals of previous committees, has done a thorough needs analysis,
has considered several proposed locations, and has issued a compre-
hensive, written report with recommendations and preliminary plans.
Simply stated, this Committee has done its homework; designed in con-
junction with an engineer and an architect, the proposed Fire and Police
Station is intended to meet the Town's needs for at least the next 40
years. We encourage everyone to speak with members of the Building
Committee and members of the Police and Fire Departments about the
new facility. Then come to the Town Meeting on March 13, listen, and
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cast your votes based on an informed point of view.
A quick reminder: the proper number to call for all emergencies (fire,
























REPORT OF FOREST WARDEN
The year 1995 was a very trying year for Fire Officials and all per-
sons in general, with extreme Class Four and Class Five Fire days dic-
tating that no open burning could occur, no permits could be issued. The
Town Dump was shut down, no burning of debris.
It was the first time in twenty some odd years that the State issued a
Red Flag Warning, meaning that conditions of high humidity and winds
along with no precipitation a conflagration could happen with these type
of situations.
The next step beyond is that the Governor would issue a cease and
desist order closing the woodlands to hiking, logging, recreational camp-
ing and such.
The Town of Holderness experienced only three forest fires during
the 1995 fire season. There was 240 fire permits issued through out the
season.
Location Date Cost
Mt. Prospect Rd 5-6-95 $ 211.00
Range Rd 5-7-95 $ 50.00
Mt. Livermore 7-3-95 $6,239.00
Warden and Deputy Training 5-13-95 $ 342.20
Respectfully
Richard E. Mardin, Forest Warden
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REPORT OF STATE FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1995, our three(3) leading causes of fires were
Children, Non-Permit fires not properly extinguished and Smoking
Materials.
Violations of RSA 224:27 11, the fire permit law and the other burn-
ing laws of the State of New Hampshire, are misdemeanors punishable
by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for
all fire suppression costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest
Fire Officials, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if
a permit is required. This also helps to prevent unnecessary response to
a controlled burn.
1995 Fire Statistics
Forest Ranger Reported Fires Fires Reported by County
Number of Fires for
Cost Share 465 Belknap 11
Acres Burned 437 Carroll 50
Cheshire 39
Coos 17
Suppression cost. .$147,000 Grafton 26
Hillsborough 71
Lookout Towers 555 Merrimack 49
Rockingham .106
Visitors to towers 26,165 Strafford 78
Sullivan 18
Number of Fires Supression ....$6,607.84
Local Community 3
Local communities and the State share the cost of suppression on a
50/50 basis. The early detection and reports from citizens aid the quick
response from the local fire departments.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
Paul M. Leary, Richard E. Mardin,
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden
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RECREATION BOARD 1995
Holderness Recreation Board, now entering its fourth year of opera-
tion, further expanded its program offerings for the 1995 year to meet
the requests for more swim instruction, gymnastics, and other popular
programs. New additions to the offered classes and activities included
Tae Kwon Do, a Halloween Party, and an expanded age group and time
for the growing instructional Youth Ice Hockey Program
The six-week Daycamp enrollment increased to forty youths per
two-week session, between the ages of five to fourteen years, enjoying
traditional activities and swim instruction, as well as participating in
camp outs, field trips, Old Home Week, and a summer dance.
Reaching a balance in its planning and budgeting process has
allowed for Holderness Recreation to join efforts with other like organi-
zations that promote recreational opportunities for this area. We are a
member of the New Hampshire Recreation and Park Association, an
affiliate of the National Association , as well as National Youths Sports
Coaches Association, and New Hampshire Municipal Association.
Flyers are mailed on a quarterly basis, with many updates distributed
through local schools and public locations, as well as local radio and
newspaper advertisements, in an effort to publicize our offerings to as
many Holderness residents as possible.
In 1995, Alisoun Hodges, an alternate Board member, stepped
down and Linda Baker joined the Board. Gail Marshall-Maggi also
stepped down, with Trish Driscoll now a new member of the present five
member Board. Revenues generated and returned to the General Fund
for 1995 were $14,781 .55, leaving a net cost to the Town of $6,601 .00.
Again, the Holderness Recreation Board and staff would like to
extend sincere thanks to the many individuals, organizations, business-
es, and area schools that are such an integral part of our continuing
venture to offer quality, affordable recreational opportunities for all age
groups in our community. A special recognition goes to the newly orga-
nized Friends of Holderness Recreation Board, a separate group of vol-
unteer officers, formed to assist with financial support for special equip-
ment and/or events not funded in the Recreation Department budget.
Accomplished through fundraising efforts and volunteer time, the
Friends of Holderness Recreation provided daycamp scholarship funds,
purchased a new Junior Gymnastics balance beam, and sponsored the
Annual Town Christmas Party for children.
Holderness Recreation has exciting new ideas for the 1996 year and
looks forward to many community members participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Karen Currier, Director Emile Plasse
Janet Hunt-Hawkins, Chair Trish Driscoll






















Audio cassettes 134 191
Audio CDs 4 4
Computer CD-ROM's
Computer, other





1995 acquisitions: 681 books, 91 A/V, 11 computer programs
discards: 224 book, 7 periodicals, 2 puzzels
LIBRARY HOURS:
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturday 10:00am - 6:00pm
Summer: same, plus Fridays 2:00pm - 8:00pm
ACTIVITIES:
Mary Delashmit continues as Librarian, and Jane Blaine as assis-
tant. Linda MacNeil was hired on a parttime basis this summer to work
Friday evenings, and other times as needed.
In the fall we obtained our new "Patrons' Computer", which has been
a great success already, especially with the children. This is due in
large part to a very nice donation from our patron Tab Julius of four
excellent children's CD-ROM educational games. We hope to gradually
obtain more educational CD-ROMs for patrons' use. (A Compton's
Encyclopedia and a couple of others came with the machine, from
Diadac in Rumney.)
Summer Story Time this year had an attendance of over 100 chil-
dren. We thank all our volunteers for organizing and leading the groups.
The children also enjoyed reading some fun and interesting new books
during our Summer Reading Program, "Saddle Up a Good Book', which
was part of the State-wide program. Mac Donald's restaurants in
Plymouth and Meredith again offered coupons for books read.
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Our annual Friends Plant and Food Sale this year enabled us to buy
some good videos for our patrons, including a 5 volume Native American
series, and several movies. On our annual Christmas Crafts Day
patrons made Christmas wreathes and swags using greens provided by
our Friends of the Library. We also learned to make some lovely
Christmas decorations with the help of Lila Heath and others. Thanks





The Trustees of the Holderness Free Library thank the librarians,
volunteers and Friends of the Library for their help and support during
1995.
We wish to thank Lynn Decker for her 12 years of service on the
board. Her enthusiasm and energy will be missed.
The Trustees will be working with the Friends to improve the handi-
capped accessibility of the front door of the library. Thanks to a $5,000
grant from the E. S. Webster Foundation and a $1 ,000 contribution from
the Meredith Village Savings Bank, we hope to have this project under
way this year.
Two areas of significant interest in the library are the patron comput-
er with its CD ROM capability and the video collection. These continue
to be very popular with everyone. Thanks again to the Friends for using
the proceeds from the Memorial Day Bake and Plant Sale to enlarge our
audio and video tape collections.
The Trustees continue to work with the town, the Friends of the
Library and the librarians to provide books, videos, books on tape, mag-
azines, newspapers, CDs and free family passes to the Science Center












The Holderness Historical Society experienced a most productive
year. Having moved the building onto a foundation at Curry Place,
major renovations were accomplished in the building which features
three levels of activity. The attic awaits work to prepare it for storage
and preservation of materials. The main floor for meetings and displays
was sheet rocked and skim plastered and will be available in the sum-
mer of 1996. A rough staircase connecting the three levels was
installed. The ground level (rear) community room was fully enclosed
with picture windows and outside doors. The next project will be to wire
the building for electricity, hopefully before summer.
In June, the consultants, provided by a grant from the Institute of
Museum Science, undertook an assessment of our building together
with our holdings. We have been provided a detailed list of priorities
and professional wisdom. During the summer months, over $5,000 was
raised by the auction, strawberry festival and sales of materials. The
introduction of a newsletter has met with success and two issues per
year - spring and fall - will keep members and friends up to date.
Two new programs were undertaken in the summer. A walking tour
of three homes on Shepard Hill drew over 30 participants. We will
schedule another such event this coming summer. The second new
event was a tea party in honor of Miss Eleanor Goodrich whose family
came to Shepard Hill in 1880. Before her death, Miss Goodrich was an
avid walker and enjoyed sharing in many community events. Her estate
has provided the Society with many photos which portray Holderness
scenes and activities.
The Society reinstituted an earlier civic tradition known as the
Boston Post Cane. At a luncheon meeting in November, the oldest liv-
ing resident of Holderness, Frances Ayer, was presented a replica of the
cane formerly distributed by the Boston Post newspaper.
We may look forward to the continuing need for funds to complete
the project. Over 200 contributors have made our progress possible.
Volunteers have been especially important and tentative plans are
underway for a major "Paint the Building" project for volunteers on the
fourth weekend in June (21, 22, 23).
Our auction continues to be a popular fund raiser so we will under-
take a great auction scheduled for mid July. Donors of items and volun-
teer helpers are a priority. Please contact one of the directors listed
below if you can help.
Officers: Roger Gage, Doris Graton, Richard Calley, Laura Heath,
and Richard Davenport
Board Members: Linda Baker, Lila Heath, Margie Maybeck,Cynthia
Murray, Mary Elizabeth Neilson, Sandra Perkins,
Jim Greene, Gerald Love, and Lynn Hansen
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HOLDERNESS PLANNING BOARD
This was a relatively quiet year for the Planning Board as far as sub-
divisions were concerned. We had several small subdivisions and some
good sized "boundary line adjustments". The boundary line adjustments
did not change the overall number of lots but did change the size of
some abutting lots.
Site Plan review did have some activity with the review of the
change of ownership of two of the cottage groups. After reviewing own-
ership documents and questioning the buyers it was determined that this
was basically a change of ownership and not a change or expansion of
use therefore the Board took no action.
The Board lost some wonderful people and a lot of experience this
year. Vice-chairman, Bob Bergeron; Secretary, Georgene Fabian, Sally
Fellows, and Jackie Blewitt all stepped down this year. They are all
missed. The knowledge, experience and dedication that they gave to the
town will be hard to replace.
Georgene Fabian was recognized by the Office of State Planning
and the Lakes Region Planning Commission as one of the State of New
Hampshire's top volunteers. It was a well deserved award. Georgene
chaired the team that put together our Master Plan. It was her dedication
and drive that gave Holderness the best plan in the state.
Presently, the Board has several openings. You don't have to have
any special training or knowledge. You do need a willingness to listen, a
desire to serve your community, and time to attend one or two evening
meetings a month. Please contact a member of the Board if you have
any questions. The Selectmen make the appointments to the Board so
let them know if you have an interest. Almost all of the town organiza-
tions can use new members.
It always bothers me to see the lack of participation in town affairs
by residents of the town. Most meetings have very few spectators. We
need your input as to how you want your town to look in the future. What
should stay the same? What needs looking at towards future change?
Proposed changes to various ordinances and town regulations happen
because of input and concerns voiced by you. Be part of your town.
Speaking of changes, there are several proposed revisions to the
Zoning Ordinance. These proposals were worked out by a very active
group at well advertised public meetings. Hopefully these changes will
make the Ordinance clearer and more user friendly. If you have any
questions regarding the changes, please give me or any member of the
Board a call. We are planning to reorganize the Zoning Ordinance after
the Town Meeting. There will not be any changes made to the
Ordinance that have not been voted on by the town. Just changes in for-
mat and the like to hopefully make it easier to find things.
Respectfully submitted,
Earl Hansen, Chairman Marcia Harmony
Steven Huss, Ex-Officio Michael O'Donnell




COMMISSION 1995 ANNUAL REPORT
The Lakes Region Planning Commission is a voluntary, non-profit
association of local governments formed for the purpose of bringing area
municipalities together. By associating and pooling resources, local gov-
ernments have access to a highly trained professional staff for a wide
variety of services. The LRPC works to benefit the member communi-
ties and the region overall. The LRPC has expertise in land use and
transportation planning, master planning, environmental planning, capital
improvement programming, economic and community development,
housing, fiscal and environmental impact analysis, geographic informa-
tion systems, household hazardous waste collections, engineering and
site plan review. Circuit rider planning and public facilitation services are
also available from the Commission.
Your support helps the LRPC maintain a regional presence working
on behalf of all local governments in the Lakes Region. Over the past
year the LRPC:
• Provided consultation and technical assistance to thirty-one member
communities.
Met repeatedly with federal and state officials and agency represen-
tatives to influence policy and help keep the Region an active partici-
pant in many ongoing programs.
Contracted and coordinated the 11th, and largest, regional house-
hold hazardous waste program in the Lakes Region serving over
twenty municipalities in a one day super collection.
Prepared an analysis for a permanent or semi permanent household
hazardous waste facility in the Lakes Region.
Sponsored the fall sessions of the N.H. Law Lecture Series.
Served as Board Member to the Belknap County Economic
Development Council and the Newfound Economic Development
Corp. Mitigation Advisory Committee.
Convened two public participation meetings for the Route 16 corridor
study from the seacoast to Errol, NH, in coordination with the N.H.
Dept. of Transportation and three other regional planning commis-
sions. Completed extensive transportation and data collection





Completed a display map of several sites in the Lake
Winnipesaukee watershed for the benefit of the Lakes Region
Heritage Tourism Roundtable through the Scenic Byways program.
Awarded a grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
and the N.H. Department of Environmental Services to continue
technical assistance and publicity efforts for the Lake
Winnipesaukee Watershed Project.
Continued to follow up on efforts to locate a conference facility or
multi-use convention center in the Lakes Region.
Participated in other regionally significant economic development
efforts including Governor's State Park Advisory Committee,
Ossipee Valley Chamber of Commerce and the Franklin Economic
Development and Revitalization Committee.
Supported and staffed the Lakes Region transportation advisory
committee as a forum to discuss and analyze the technical merits of
transportation projects.
Assisted applicants applying for funding assistance from the
Transportation Enhancements program. In cooperation with the
Technical Advisory Committee, developed a list of prioritized
enhancement projects for the Lakes Region.
Convened regional meetings in support of Department of
Transportation efforts for the development of a statewide transporta-
tion model.
Completed a Tourism Profile of the Lakes Region; a statistical sum-
mary of the role tourism related activities have on the people and
economy of the area.
The first annual "Celebrate Your Lakes Day" was held in Meredith,
NH on August 12, 1995. This was created to promote water quality
protection in a fun and informative setting. The activities, workshops
and displays presented information about issues affecting New
Hampshire's Lakes.
Published a book on the Historic Churches of Belknap County.
We look forward to serving Holdemess in the future. Feel free to
contact us at 279-8171 whenever we can be of assistance.
•
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board received applications for 10 appeals in 1995.
Two appeals were for Special Exceptions, one for a riding stable in a
Rural Residential District, and a second for installation of a machine
shop in an existing building in the Commercial District. Both cases
required Public Hearings before the Zoning Board for the Special
Exception and also the Planning Board for Site Plan Review. The State
Law allows for combined hearings in such cases, as generally the same
evidence is presented to both Boards. The combined hearings facilitate
the hearing process both for the applicant and the Boards and therefore
was utilized in these two appeals.
Two cases involved expansion of buildings on non-conforming lots,
inside the zoning setback envelope, and were approved with special
conditions attached.
Two cases requested building expansion on non-conforming lots but
were withdrawn when material requested by the Board, necessary for
their deliberations, were not forthcoming.
One application came in under Article X, created last year to expe-
dite the septic replacement process for failed systems.
Three cases requested variances for installation of new replacement
septic systems for lakeside cottages on Big Squam Lake. One was
approved. Two cases on Mooney Point are presently in the hearing
process.




Chairman, Zoning Board of Adjustment
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HOLDERNESS CONSERVATION
COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT 1995
The major focus of the Commission in 1995 continued to be the three
town conservation properties. Two work days were held on the Town
Forest/Pilote Forest properties. The trail on the Pilote Forest is now complet-
ed to the top of the property. The Commission has contacted the abutting
property owner and he has given permission to the Commission to construct
a short trail that now connects the top of the property to the old Town Farm
Road. This connection allows hikers to make a complete circle beginning at
the start of the trail on Beede Road, hiking through the property and return-
ing via the Town Farm Road. Much of the remaining debris on the
Pemigewasset Riverside Park property has been removed. The Commission
was hoping to hire a small bulldozer to recover the existing materials, but
Fall floods prevented this. Part of the Pemigewasset Riverside Park was
once a "dump" for the residents of west Holdemess. Within the past fifteen
years or so, someone came on to the property with a back hoe and uncov-
ered part of the material (probably searching for bottles, etc.). Plans are to
regrade this area this spring/summer to cover over the remainder of the
exposed debris.
The Commission has continued to work with Selectmen and the
Building Committee as to the location of the town sheds. The Commission
continues to believe that siting the sheds and road materials at the Town
Forest represents a suitable use of the portion of the property where soil and
other materials were removed when the property was an active gravel pit. It
hopes that the matter will be solved soon, so that the Commission can con-
tinue its restoration work if the property is not used.
The Commission continues to deal on a regular basis with items related
to docks, wetlands permits, etc. Major items this year included matters relat-
ed to the prime wetlands on Mill Stream on the north side of Route 25,
reconstruction of an existing dock on Little Squam Lake, winter storage of
docks on the Squam River bank, and possible encroachment on prime wet-
land (Lambs Swamp), just to mention a few items. On the first issue
Commission members, guided by local residents, participated in a visual
survey of the wetland. On the last issue, the Commission submitted a
request to the NH State Wetlands Board to examine the situation. It has not
been resolved as of the submission of this report.
The Commission meets every second Thursday at 7:00pm in the Town
Hall. Special meetings and field inspections are sometimes held in between
regular meetings. If you have an interest in becoming a member of the
Commission, please contact the Chair. All proceedings of the Commission
are open to the public and we welcome all comments and offers of assis-
tance.
Submitted by:
Kevin Frank, Gail Maggi
Mary Morrill, Jim Nourse





Office Hours for the Compliance Officer are: Monday and
Wednesday 8:00am - 12:00pm at the Town Hall 968-9954




















Permits Not Procesed 2
Respectfully submitted,
R E Mardin, Compliance Officer
REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Remitted to the Treasurer, 1995
Motor Vehicle $197,839.00
Dog Licenses 925.00










WHITE OAK SOLID WASTE
DISTRICT REPORT
This year Holderness generated a total of 1,102 tons of waste, bro-
ken down in the following manner:
# OF HAULS MATERIALS TOTAL TONS







Mandated by State Law, the Town is required to have an agreement
in place with a licensed facility for the disposal of municipal solid waste.
The original contract was with Consumat Sanco in Bethlehem, NH, to
receive the solid waste, and with American Waste to haul it and supply
containers. During the last five years, both facilities have changed own-
ership.
This year, the Town renegotiated its contract which it can do every
five years. It considered three solid waste disposal companies, but final-
ly negotiated with Waste Management of New Hampshire for an inclu-
sive contract for both hauling and disposal of waste. Their facility is locat-
ed in Rochester, NH. It is a modern facility which has room for expan-
sion. The terms of the agreement are very favorable to the Town, and
the Committee looks forward to working with Waste Management of New
Hampshire.
In 1990, the Town contract was with American Waste (now Waste
Management of New Hampshire) and the monies budgeted for solid
waste disposal was $117,500. This year the proposed solid waste bud-
get is $106,725. Transfer station fees and the recycling of metals, alu-
minum, glass and newsprint have provided over $6,000 in revenues.
Recycling results in cost avoidance.
In 1996, the Committee will review the Recycling Program and make
recommendations for change that would benefit the Town in revenues
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Land Use Change Taxes















Land Use Change Taxes














































Property Taxes 113,657.52 3,017.93
Sewer Rents 11.19
Yield Taxes 110.00
Uncollected Taxes-December 31, 1995:
Property Taxes 1 ,663,027.57
Sewer Rents 3,830.00
Yield Taxes 2,048.00





1995 1994 1993 1992 1991
Unredeemed Taxes
December 31, 1994 175,867.90 102,417.55 3,893.25
Taxes Sale of 2,707.49 277,533.93
Interest Collected
After Sale 9,702.25 24,479.48 38,578.93
Redemption Costs
$2,707.49 $287,236.18 $200,347.38 $140,996.48 $3,893.25
-CR-
1995 1994 1993 1992 1991
Remittances to Treasurer
Redemptions 125,267.74 96,731.99 101,955.79
Interest and Costs
After Sale 9,702.25 24,479.48 38,578.93
Abatements 156.84 149.38 106.03
Deeded to Town
Unredeemed Taxes
Dec. 31,1994 $2,707.49 $152,266.19 78,979.07 312.38 3,787.22
$2,707.49 $287,236.18 $200,347.38 $140,996.48 $ 3,893.25
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1995 OVERSEER OF WELFARE
REPORT
This year the Town assisted 24 families with fuel, rent, medical, and
transportation vouchers. It would be ideal if more families would help
each other.
The budget for 1996 was difficult to prepare. As you are aware, the
Congress is still battling over the Budget and proposed cuts. If welfare
cuts are made at the federal level, then costs are passed down to the
state and local levels.
If costs are passed down to the Town of Holderness we will see
increases in expenditures, because we are mandated by state law to




INTER-LAKES DAY CARE CENTER
AND NURSERY SCHOOL
We wish to thank the Town of Holderness for their continued support
of our programs. Inter-Lakes Day Care Center and Nursery School is a
private, non-profit child care agency incorporated in 1971 celebrating our
25th anniversary in October of 1996. Full and part time child care is pro-
vided with developmental^ appropriate curriculum at two locations for
children thirteen months to twelve years. During 1995 the Center served
168 children from 132 families. Sliding scale fees are available, and
USDA approved meals and snacks are included. This appropriation is
used as local support and funding under Title XX through the Office of
Economic Services of the State of New Hampshire.
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REPORT FOR THE
PEMI-BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY
HOME CARE HELPS KEEP FAMILIES TOGETHER
The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency is entering its twenty-ninth year
of operation and increases its visits on average of 20% a year. New services
are added as the need arises and as funding permits. Care is provided to
those who are essentially homebound and in need of services in their home
as opposed to an institutional setting. Many hi-tech procedures are now
done in the home which adds another interesting and challenging dimension
to the home health field.
Many of our programs are becoming more specialized; and example, is
Pediatric Nursing and Psychiatric Nursing. Our parenting programs con-
tinue to grow and the free dental screenings have been increased. We
are in hopes of being able to increase the number of children we see in
our Well Child Program.
The agency is now officially Medicare HOSPICE certified and this pro-
gram can now enhance our terminal care program. Terminal care pro-
vides both medical and emotional support through a team of profession-
als, volunteers and clergy.
* We continue to hold free blood pressure clinics, diabetic screening and
immunization clinics and, in October, co-sponsored a breast cancer
town meeting moderated by Heather Merrill.
The following services are offered by the Pemi-Baker Home Heath Agency:
Skilled Nursing Physical Therapy
Speech Therapy Occupational Therapy
Social Worker Home Health Aide
Homemaker Hospice
I.V. Therapy Family First Program
Companion Referral Service Psychiatric Nursing
Health Promotions/Evaluations Parent Support Group-REACH
Parent Aide Program - H.A.P.I.N. Nutrition Visits
Well Child Program Newborn Visits
Blood Pressure Clinics Annual Flu Clinic
Diabetic Screenings Office Blood Pressure Checks
Sponsorship of the Plymouth Area Ad Hoc Committee on Youth at Risk
Visits to the town of Holderness in 1995 totaled 2,487 and breakdown as
follows:
Skilled Nursing: 532 Home Health Aide: 1617
Physical Therapy: 184 Homemaker: 142
Speech Therapy: 5 Well Child/Nutrition: 4
Social Worker: 2 Occupational Therapy: 1
The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency has submitted a request to the
Board of Selectmen for a 1995 appropriation in the amount of $7,546.80.
This represents a per capita amount of $4.40 based on our towns most cur-
rent population as reported by the Office of State Planning in Concord.
Respectfully submitted,
Jean Lovett, Representative
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency Board of Directors
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PEMI-BAKER YOUTH AND FAMILY
SERVICES COUNCIL
The Pemi-Baker Youth & Family Services Council, Inc. is an organiza-
tion dedicated to promoting community-wide approaches to aid in the devel-
opment of healthy families and children. The Council currently coordinates
four main programs:
1. Juvenile Court Diversion - a program for first-time juvenile offenders
which holds them accountable for their offenses without going to court.
Youths and at least one parent/guardian go before a panel of trained vol-
unteers from their communities who develops an individual contract with
them. This contract may include community service, an apology to the
victim, a referral to the Challenge Course, a research project, etc.
2. The Challenge Course - a 15 hour early intervention program which
addresses the use and abuse of tobacco, alcohol and other drugs with
honest and accurate information. Youths may be referred by a parent,
themselves, the court, police or through Diversion.
3. Middle School Challenge - working through a grant from the Governor's
Drug-Free Schools fund and through donations, the Council, in coopera-
tion with Plymouth Regional Elementary School, involved the entire
eighth grade of PES in a modified version of the Challenge Course.
4. Information and Referral - provides the residents of a 17-town region
with increased access to various human service agencies in our area.
This agency continues to provide this service to over 150 residents each
year, either through telephone or walk-in visits. The Council also publish-
es a comprehensive Resource Guide of the various human service agen-
cies in our area. This guide includes program descriptions and other
valuable information to help people and agencies work together both
more efficiently and more effectively.
During 1995, the Council has continued a cooperative publication of
"Families First", a semi-monthly column in the Record Enterprise and provid-
ed administrative support to the fourth annual Conference for Parents (held
in Plymouth each September). We also continued our involvement in "the
Program," a collaborative effort between the Plymouth Police Department
and Plymouth State College to provide an educational alternative for stu-
dents arrested in town for alcohol violations.
In January of 1996, we will be opening a satellite office in Bristol. Also
during 1996, we will be developing at least two new programs, the first of
which will address the increased desire to reduce underage smoking.
Another program will work with parents who want to learn more about how
tobacco, alcohol and other drugs are impacting this area, and how to talk
with their kids about it. By far, however, our most exciting venture will be in
our role in the Whole Village Family Resource Center. This project is des-
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THE TASK FORCE AGAINST
DOMESTIC AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE
On behalf of the Task Force Against Domestic & Sexual Violence, I
would like to thank you for your past support. During 1995, your contri-
bution helped our organization to continue to provide the following sup-
port services:
* 24 hour crisis line staffed by trained volunteers.
* Confidential emergency shelter, food and transportation.
* Support groups for domestic violence survivors.
* Hospital and police accompaniment. Court and social service
advocacy.
* Community education programs for schools, civic organizations,
etc. Training programs for volunteers, law enforcement, and other
professionals.
* Child support groups to help children learn creative, non-violent
conflict resolution skills and to increase self-esteem.
* Parenting skills group to provide parents with effective, non-violent
discipline techniques. (A new service which may charge a nominal
fee.)
* Peer education program in area high schools, covering domestic
violence and building healthy relationships.
* All services are provided to clients free of charge.
In fiscal year 1995, 426 clients were served by the Task Force. This
includes 20 women and 27 children that were housed at the Task Force
shelter. The Child Advocacy Program served 70 children, 32 women, 4
men and 90 adolescents (peer education).
This year we are requesting $900 from the town of Holderness to
further support our services to both adult and child victims of domestic
and sexual violence. This represents a 15% (approx.) increase due to
extensive repairs needed on the shelter. The amount requested is based
on town population from the 1990 census.






Again this year, Tri-County Community Action Programs, a private not-
for-profit agency, requests funding assistance for our Outreach Program in
Holderness in order to provide necessary social services. For 1996, we
would like to request $740.00 from your town.
Our Outreach Coordinator, Joyce Weldon, Outreach Center have salary
and office expenses paid for three (3) months of the year by the Fuel
Assistance Program Grant that we receive. The funds to keep the local
Outreach Office open the nine (9) months of the year come from your town
and those of your neighbors, from the Community Services Block Grant
funds, and some from the state and federar Emergency Shelter Grant funds.
In summary, this past year, we have served 110 households of 399 peo-
ple, provided 130 client service units, in addition to assisting area families
with approximately $45,860.50 in direct services or products.
If you have any questions regarding these services or this request, I







Because of your support and that of other surrounding towns, we were
able to keep our Campton Area Outreach office open through the entire
year. As a result, we were also able to leverage the following funds and/or
provide the following services or products to the low-income people of your
area:
Service Amount
FEMA (Emergency Food and Shelter) $ 3,600.00
USDA (Food Products Distributed - Retail Value) 14,063.00
Client Services Fund & Food Pantry Assistance 3,000.00
Homeless - Emergency Food and Shelter 6,000.00
Volunteer Hours @ $4.25/Hour 6.500.00
OUTREACH TOTAL $33,163.00
Please note that these funds are in addition to the approximately
$4,000.00 Community services Block Grant matching funds that are applied
to each Outreach Co-ordinator's salary and other local office expenses.
Your continued financial support is needed to insure the availability of these
dollars for local use and help in providing these essential social services in
your community.
Also, our Outreach Coordinator's did the application intake work for Fuel
Assistance and Weatherization. As a result, the residents of your town received
the following assistance from the Community Action Program this past winter:
# Households # Individuals Dollar Amount
Fuel Assistance 37 78 $12,697.50
Weatherization -0-
ENERGY TOTAL 37 78 $12.697.50
GRAND TOTAL ALL ASSISTANCE $45,860.50
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HUMANE SOCIETY
The 1995 totals of the number of animals brought to the
New Hampshire Humane Society from your town are as follows:
By your Animal Control Officer:
Dogs & Puppies 8 Returned to Owner 5
Cats & Kittens Returned to Owner
Total 8
From local Residents:
Dog & Puppies 6
Cats & Kitten 3
Stray Cat 1
Total 10
Total number of ALL animals received: 18
Your Society has been inspected and licensed by the State and ful-
fills your animal shelter requirements. Every town has stray animal
problems and we encourage your town and especially your Animal







The Grafton County Board of Commissioners is please to present
the following reports and financial statements. We hope they will
increase your understanding of Grafton County's finances and opera-
tions and assure citizens that their County tax dollars have been
expended wisely.
During FY 1995, funds received exceeded the budget by
$163,615.52 for a total of $14,981,914.52 in actual County revenues.
This was primarily due to the receipt of Medicaid Proportionate Share
Payment, given by the Federal Government to partially offset the cost of
serving a disproportionate share of Medicaid recipients at the County
Nursing Home.
Actual expenditures totaled $14,598,041.22 which was $220,257.78
less than had been budgeted. This includes $378,525 paid to the State
of New Hampshire to enable the County to receive $757,050 in Medicaid
Proportionate Share Payment, for a net receipt of $378,525 which was
used by the County to start a Nursing Home capital Reserve Account in
the amount of $200,00 and the balance going to surplus to help reduce
the amount to be raised by County taxes, expenditures for Medical
Referee, Dispatch Center, Grafton County conservation District, and
Outside Counsel were all a little overexpended based on what was bud-
geted, but all other County departments were well under their budgeted
amounts.
The bottom line for FY 1995 showed that revenues exceeded expen-
ditures by $383,873.30 leaving the County in a sound financial position
at the end of its fiscal year. The Commissioners feel extremely proud of
this financial picture, which exemplifies good management by all County
department heads, both elected and appointed.
Grafton County experienced some major changes during FY 1995,
some of which were the retirement of Douglas "Bum" Bigelow who
served the County with forty-four years of dedicated, loyal service. The
commissioners would also like to take the opportunity to thank former
Commissioner Betty Jo Taffe for her years of dedicated service to the
citizens and employees of Grafton County. The Commissioners would
also like to extend their thanks to Joanne Mann for doing an excellent
job as Acting Administrator of the Nursing Home through November of
1994. At that time, Mr. John Will came on board as the Nursing Home
Administrator, and we would like to welcome Mr. Will and inform you he
has done a superb job thus far. Last but not least, we would like to wel-
come our newest Commissioner, Mr. Steve Panagoulis, Vice-Chairman,
Grafton County Board of Commissioners, District 3. Commissioner
Panagoulis brings a great deal of knowledge and sound judgement to
the Board, and has shown those qualities since January, 1995. We feel
Commissioner Panagoulis is a great asset to the citizens and employees
of Grafton County.
FY 1995 was another busy year for the Department of Corrections.
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Admissions were up, although inmate days decreased slightly.
Electronic Monitoring Program continues to grow, and appears to be an
excellent form of alternative sentencing, and now has expanded to
include the Drug Freedom Program which is funded through a grant
from the Attorney General's Office. Superintendent Bird continues utiliz-
ing many volunteers for a number of in-house programs.
The Grafton County Nursing Home has seen changes during the
past year in the following areas: computer hardware upgrade, and
adding a new part-time dietary aide to help serve meals. In May, Cheryl
Ridley, RN, became our new Director of Nursing, our census continues
to grow, and our Staff Development Coordinator has implemented a
"Quality Assurance" program in-house.
The Commissioners are extremely proud of the Whole Village
Family Resource Center project, which continues on track, and hopeful-
ly will be completed by the end of the next fiscal year. We are certain it
will benefit many citizens and their families in Southeastern Grafton
County.
All other County departments were extremely busy during FY 1995.
The County Treasurer did an excellent job investing County funds, and
exceeded the budgeted interest revenue figure by $55,177.78. The new
County Attorney has done an excellent job in his office, and the number
of backlog cases has been reduced drastically. Our Sheriff's
Department and Dispatch Center continue to increase with activity, and
remain as effective and efficient as always. Carol Elliott, Registrar of
Deeds, and her staff also continue to be overwhelmed with work, and
continue to do an excellent job and to generate a great deal of revenue
for the County and the State of New Hampshire.
For FY 1995, the Commissioners concluded with preparation of the
FY 1996 County Budget, which was adopted by the County Legislative
Delegation in late June.
The Grafton County Board of Commissioners holds regular weekly
meetings at the County Administration Building on Route 10 just north of
the County Courthouse in North Haverhill, with periodic tours of the
Nursing Home, Department of Corrections, County Farm, and
Courthouse.
The Commissioners also attend monthly meetings of the Grafton
County Executive Committee. All meetings are public, with interested
citizens and members of the press encouraged to attend. Call the
Commissioners' Office at 787-6941 to confirm date, time and schedule.
In closing, we wish to express our appreciation to all staff members,
elected officials, other agency personnel, and the public for their efforts
in serving the citizens of Grafton County.
Respectfully submitted,
GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Barbara B. Hill, Chairman (District 1)
Steve Panagoulis, Vice Chairman (District 3)
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk (District 2)
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GRAFTON COUNTY
SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 1995
The Board of Directors and staff of Grafton County Senior Citizens
Council, Inc. work throughout the year to enhance the health and inde-
pendence of our older citizens and to assist them to remain independent
in their own homes and communities for as long as possible. Through
eight locations throughout the County, including Plymouth, Bristol,
Caanan, Lebanon, Orford, Haverhill, Littleton and Lincoln, older adults
and their families are able to obtain services such as home delivered
meals, senior dining room programs, transportation, social work ser-
vices, information and referral, health and educational programs, adult
day care, recreation and opportunities to be of service to the community
through volunteering.
During 1995, 64 residents of Holderness were able to make use of
one or more of GCSCC's programs. These older adults enjoyed bal-
anced meals in the company of friends in a senior dining room, benefit-
ted from hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring volun-
teers, were transported to health care providers or other community
resources by our lift-equipped buses, and found opportunities to put
their talents and skills to work for a better community through volunteer
service.
Services for older residents of Holderness were often important to
their efforts to remain in their own homes and out of institutional care
despite chronic health problems and increasing physical frailty, saving
tax dollars and contributing to the quality of life of our older friends and
neighbors.
GCSCC very much appreciates the support of the Holderness com-
munity for services which enhance the independence and dignity of our
older citizens and assists them to meet the challenges of aging in place.




From Audited Financial Statement for GCSCC
Fiscal Years 1994/1995
October 1 to September 30
Units of Service Provided
FY 1994 FY 1995
Dining Room Meals 58,721 61,823
Home Delivered Meals 101,738 100,938
Transportation (Trips) 42,891 39,655
Adult Day Service (Hours) 11,498 12,155
Social Services (1/2 Hours) 11,996 10,730






For all units based on Audit Report, October 1 , 1994 to September 30, 1995.








Officers of the Holderness School District
School Board Term Expires
Peter Francesco 1996
Arthur Bartholomew 1 997
Sam Laverack 1 997



















MINUTES OF HOLDERNESS SCHOOL
DISTRICT MEETING
March 22,1995
The annual meeting of the Holderness School District was called to
order at 7:02 P.M. by Moderator Tink Taylor. Peg Winton moved, Bill Webb
seconded to waive reading the warrant in its entirety. The vote was in the
affirmative.
The Moderator read the school board election results. Patti Biederman
was re-elected to the board and Steve Greene was elected as the newest
board member.
Mike Hayes led the Pledge of Allegiance.
The following business was transacted:
ARTICLE 1: To see what action the District will take relative to the
reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers.
Mike Hayes moved, Patti Biederman seconded. Vote was in the affir-
mative.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board under RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action of the School District meeting, money from any source which
becomes available during the fiscal year provided that such expenditures be
made for purposes for which a school district may appropriate money and
that such expenditures not require the spending of other school district
funds.
Peg Winton moved, Patti Biederman seconded. Vote was in the affir-
mative.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the School District will vote to authorize the
School Board to place the amount of Four Thousand Eight Hundred and
Thirty Dollars($4,830) it will receive from the State of New Hampshire as a
Catastrophic aid into the District's capital reserve fund for special education.
The School Board and Budget Committee recommend this article. (Majority
vote required)
Peg Winton moved, Sam Laverack seconded. Vote was in the affirma-
tive.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of two million four hundred thirty-three thousand seven hundred eigh-
teen dollars ($2,433,718) for the support of schools, for the salaries of
school district officials, employees and agents and for the payment of statu-
tory obligations of the District. The School Board and the Budget Committee
recommend this article. (Majority vote required)
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Patti Biederman moved, Bill Webb seconded. Vote was in the affirma-
tive.
Article 5: To transact any further business which may legally come
before the meeting.
School Board member Peter Francesco expressed his thanks to outgo-
ing board member Olive Staples and to the townspeople for their support of
the school board. Sue Francesco offered her thanks to the members of the
School Board for the hours and hours they devoted to their board commit-
ment. Mike Hayes expressed his thanks to the Moderator for allowing him to
lead the Pledge of Allegiance for the past several years. Martha Richards
announced that she had been elected to a three year term as a member of
the Pemi-Baker Regional High School District.
Kay Hanson moved and Skip Van Sickle seconded to adjourn the







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Holdemess
in the County of Grafton, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holdemess Central School in
said District on Wednesday the twentieth day of March, 1996, at 7:00
o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1: To see what action the District will take relative to the
reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board under RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend, without fur-
ther action of the School District meeting, money from any source which
becomes available during the fiscal year provided that such expendi-
tures be made for purposes for which a school district may appropriate
money and that such expenditures not require the spending of other
school district funds.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to place up to the amount of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000)
available from the FY1 995-1 996 fund balance into the District's capital
reserve fund for special education. The School Board and Budget
Committee recommend this article. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items
included in the recently negotiated two year collective bargaining agree-
ment reached between the Holdemess School Board and the
Holdemess Education Association which calls for the following increas-




and further to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-three thousand
sixty-three dollars ($33,063) for the 1996-1997 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries
and benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels
paid in the prior fiscal year. (The School Board and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
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sum of two million four hundred eighty-eight thousand four hundred nine-
ty dollars ($2,488,490) for the support of schools, for the salaries of
school district officials, employees and agents and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District which also includes the sums found in
Articles 3 and 4. The School Board and the Budget Committee recom-
mend this article. (Majority vote require)
ARTICLE 6: To transact any further business which may legally come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands this 5th day of March in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and ninety-six.
Peter S. Francesco Patti-Jeanne Biederman
Steven A. Greene Samuel L. Laverack
D. Arthur Bartholomew
Holderness School Board
A true copy of warrant attest:
Peter S. Francesco Patti-Jeanne Biederman




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Holdemess
qualified to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on




To choose a Member of the School Board for the the ensuing three
years.
2. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
Polls will not close before 7:00 p.m.
Given under our hands at said Holdemess the 5th day of March, 1996.
Peter Francesco Sam Laverack
D. Arthur Bartholomew Patti-Jeanne Biederman
Steve Greene
A true copy of warrant attest:
Peter Francesco Sam Laverack
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We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial state-
ments of the Holderness School District as of and for the year ended
June 30, 1995, as listed in the table of contents. These general-purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Holderness School
District management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-pur-
pose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall gen-
eral-purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amounts that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account
Group are not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general-purpose financial
statements of the omission described in the preceding paragraph, the
general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Holderness School
District as of June 30, 1995, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The individ-
ual and combining fund financial statements and schedules listed in the
table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the general-purpose financial statements of the
Holderness School District. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects
in relation to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Grzelak and Company, P.C., CPAs
Laconia, New Hampshire
September 21, 1995
A copy of the Audit of the 1994-1995 School District financial trans-
action may be reviewed at the Superintendent of Schools Office.
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HOLDERNESS CENTRAL SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S ANNUAL REPORT 1996
The start of school for the 95/96 school year was exciting and a
pleasure for the entire school population. This year we started with the
construction project completed and everyone had made the transition to
their new space or classrooms.
The relocation of grades 1 , 3, and 4 brings these classes in close
proximity to each other and a closer grouping of related grades. The new
middle school wing is fully operational, complete with computer network-
ing and access to the internet, or world wide web. These new spaces
and classrooms have added so much to the school, and I speak for the
entire school community in expressing our thanks to the Town of
Holderness for the support of this project.
Last year I mentioned in the annual report that student assessment
was receiving a lot of attention through state and local program. This
continues to be the case in 95/96. This year the state testing program
has been extended to include grade 6. In order to coordinate testing
schedules to have the least disruption to school programing, we have
moved the CAT Test (California Achievement Test) given to grades 3
through 8 to the fall, and the state testing for grades 3 and 6 remaining
in the spring.
In the co curriculum area we have never had such a large number of
students participate. This was the second year of HCS offering a co-ed
soccer program. Responding to this large number of students who
signed up, we ran 2 separate teams, one 7th grade and one 8th grade.
The same was true for 5th and 6th grade boys basketball, we ran two
teams, one 5th grade and one 6th grade. Student council has become
very active in the middle school with representatives from each grade.
Our winter program has been expanded to include more snow boarding
groups, and for the first time, swimming at Waterville Valley and pro-
gramming at the Science Center.
This years art project was a residency with Betsy Gibberson and
Mark Ragonese. These artist work with all the students in grades 6, 7,
and 8, to produce the stained glass panels now on display in our new
library. We have also been able to take a large portion of the student
body to Plymouth State College to hear the Plymouth Regional High
School Christmas performance and to the Hagerman Center for a perfor-
mance of the Regional Chorus. We continue to enjoy and benefit from
the cooperative program with the Science Center which provides enrich-
ment for many of the school projects.
As I have said many times, Holderness Central School is a very spe-
cial place that all people in this community can take pride in. As always,
if you have any questions or suggestions about the school or programs,






SCHOOL NURSE'S ANNUAL REPORT
The following is a report on the health program for Holderness
Central School. In this program a variety of tasks are performed to pro-
vide an environment that is conductive to maintaining the general health
of all students. This is accomplished through the use of first aid, early
identification of health problems and health education.
The 1994-1995 school year was a busy one for the health office. On
October 24, 1994 and November 8, 1994 Dr. Cunis conducted health
physicals on 40 students in grades 5 and 7. As of November 15, 1994 all
students were in compliance with the State Immunization Laws.
In January 1995, 109 students participated in the dental health pro-
gram. Oral examinations and dental cleanings along with instructional
material was given by Barbara Laverack, registered dental hygienist.
The months of January and February also saw an increase in the num-
ber of absentees due to influenza.
In March with the new building construction beginning to wind down,
the health office moved to its new location. The school population at this
time was also hit hard with 50 cases of Chicken Pox.
The month of May ended up being the busiest month of the entire
school year beginning with a Hepatitis B vaccine clinic offered to the
HCS faculty. Ten staff members were immunized on May 1st with a sec-
ond dose given in June and the third given in October of 1995.
On May 10, 1995 the preschool vision and hearing program was
offered to all preschool children by the Bureau of Maternal and Child
Health Department. May 15 and 16 preschool screening for 25 incoming
kindergartners was conducted.
An immunization clinic was held on May 24th in the HCS health
office. The Pemi-Baker Health Agency, Margaret Meyer, ARPN and
Phyllis Chase, RN immunized 33 sixth grade students for mumps,
measles and rubella.
Finally on May 31 , 1995 fifteen 8th grade students were given sports
physicals in preparation for high school by Dr. Cunis with assistance
from Phyllis Chase, RN.
Heights, weights, screening tests for hearing, vision, scoliosis and
blood pressures as well as head lice checks were done throughout the
school year with referrals sent home as necessary.
I want to express my appreciation to all school personnel, parents






It is with pleasure that I respectfully submit my 3rd annual report as




Comments About Each School (from a myriad of accomplishments)
2. Plymouth Regional High School Mission and Goals
3. Plymouth Regional High School and Thornton Space Needs
4. Technology
5. District Educational Improvement Committees
This has been an exciting year for our schools. Wentworth students
participated in a community-wide history of Wentworth project which was
well received. In addition, the school has one of the best computer to
student ratios in the state.
Thornton was recognized by the New Hampshire Partners in
Education for its programs sponsored by the police department and for
its volunteer program. Great strides have also been made in the area of
community communication through the Bridges school and community
publication.
Waterville Valley is maintaining an excellent educational program
with strong community support. Small classes and individual attention
are hallmarks of the school's quality.
Rumney received a grant written by Gail Poitrast which will provide
teacher training in science. In addition, a student recognition program
has become an integral part of the school. The artist-in residence pro-
gram provided an excellent tile wall hanging depicting the community.
Plymouth also received recognition by the New Hampshire Partners
in Education for its volunteer reading program. Student training and edu-
cation in computer use, the automated media center, and networking are
becoming integral parts of the everyday program.
Plymouth Regional High School is making significant efforts to
increase communications with parents through the Principal's Advisory
Committee and the School Community Council. Our high school athletes
also received the New Hampshire Interscholastic Athletic Association's
Sportsmanship award. This speaks highly of our students. Post sec-
ondary placement of our students is running at an all time high.
Campton has experienced a wonderfully smooth year thanks to the
efforts of two administrators who are student centered and responsive to
parents. The building is neat and clean, students are well behaved, and
there is an atmosphere of learning. If you haven't been in recently,
please visit.
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Holderness continues its commitment to small classes and quality
instruction. Its new addition has provided badly needed space. The
building is a far more effective place to learn in.
The Pemi-Baker Regional School Board has authorized the adminis-
tration to hold a day and a half work session in June to determine the
mission and goals of the high school. This will involve a large number of
parents and other community members in an effort to provide a focus for
Plymouth Regional High School's primary purposes. This activity will be
done through a consensus building process. The effort will be organized
by the School Community Council (made up of community members and
staff) which is a collaborative decision making group that works with the
high school principal and board to bring about productive change to
improve the high school as our students enter the 21st century. SCC
members have identified three areas on which they will be focusing. The
first is an effort to look at the structure of the school day for students
including the bell schedule and length of classes. They have also identi-
fied the raising of academic standards and expectations as an area wor-
thy of attention. The third area is the school/community session noted
above.
The need to improve the high school is crucial in that the future is
approaching rapidly with dramatic change on nearly a day to day basis.
In 1955 only 50% of the student body graduated from high school.
Today we no longer have the luxury of having the high school be a sort-
ing system with half our students winning and half our students losing.
All of our students need to win.
As noted last year, two of our schools are struggling with space
needs. One is the high school and the other is Thornton. We believe that
Thornton's space needs can be resolved through a small addition which
will be addressed through a bond issue at this year's district meeting.
The high school board has approved the formation of a space needs
committee, which will consist of board members, community members
as well as staff and student representatives. It is hoped that this group
can come forward with recommendations at next year's district meeting.
The schools of SAU #48 have a technology plan which recommends
1% of the annual budget be devoted to technology each year. Although
this is not always feasible because of budgetary needs in other areas, it
is given consideration annually. All of our students need to be proficient
in terms of their familiarity with computers, word processors, spread-
sheets, data bases, simulations, information retrieval and other areas of
technology in order to succeed in the future. To achieve this goal access
to technology is critical. As long as there is a disparity, the gap between
highly skilled, well paid employees and less skilled, poorly paid workers
will widen. It is our goal to ensure that our students are not denied jobs
due to a lack of proficiency in this area.
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The SAU, in conjunction with each building's administration, is
presently developing a plan for the continuing improvement of instruction
as measured by achievement. Each school will have a group of parents
and community members working with the principal and teachers to
identify areas for improvement each school year. Areas will then be
reviewed and approved by the local school board. Parent involvement in
the schools is an essential component to successful student learning.
We feel it is necessary to provide a structure to ensure that involvement.
My sincerest appreciation is extended to each board member, par-
ent, community member, teacher, support staff member and administra-
tor. Many have provided support, counsel and numerous contributions.
Our schools are indeed fortunate to have so many community members
and educators committed to providing the best possible education for all
of our children.
Respectfully submitted,




To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Holderness, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Holderness, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended
December 31,1995, and have issued our report thereon dated February
15, 1996.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general pur-
pose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Holderness, New Hampshire for the year
ended December 31, 1995, we considered its internal control structure in
order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to pro-
vide assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Holderness, New Hampshire is
responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control structure.
In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management
are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of inter-
nal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an inter-
nal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in
accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to
permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with gener-
ally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in
any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless
occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the
structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may
become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effec-
tiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may
deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant






Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
Long-term obligations
For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we
obtained an understanding of the design of relevant policies and proce-
dures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not neces-
sarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might be
material weaknesses under standards established by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a
reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of
the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively
low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being
audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its oper-
ation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended for the information of the Board of
Selectmen. However, this report is a matter of public record and its dis-
tribution is not limited.
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
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TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 1995
Balance on Hand as of, 1 January 1995 $ 974,217.57
Deposits During Year: 5,554,514.63 .__
$ 6,528,732.20
Disbursements During Year: $5,277,277.54
Balance on Hand, 31 December 1 995 $ 1 ,251 ,454.66
Proof of Balance
Checking Account,
Meredith Village Savings Bank $ 1 ,31 7,591 .99
Less Outstanding Checks 66.137.33
Reconciled Balance $ 1 ,251 ,454.66
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY 1995
Description Location Land Buildina Total
Map 5 Lot 15 Central School 42,300 1,508,1 1 ,550,400
Map 7 Lot 39 S. River St 18,200 - 18,200
Map 1 1 Lot 1
1
Route 113 1,500 - 1,500
Map 5A Lot 122 Town Hall 42,000 166,700 208,700
Map 9 Lot 19 Town Forest 72,300 - 72,300
Map 5A Lot 44A Library 292,500 90,800 383,300
Map 5A Lot 89B Fire Station 26,700 80,100 106,800
Map 8 Lot 75-2 Beede Road 83,100 - 83,100
Map 7 Lot 154 Shingle Mill Lane 13,500 - 13,500
Map 3 Lot 106 Transfer Station - - -
Map 8 Lot 43-30 Smith Road 38,500 - 38,500
Map 5 Lot 48 Route 3 5,100 - 5,100
Map 5 Lot 49 Route 3 32,100 - 32,100
White Oak Pond Dam
SCHEDULE OF TOWN EQUIPMENT
1931 Ford Fire Truck
1949 GMC Fire Truck
1970 International Fire Truck
1985 Mack Fire Truck
1989 Mack Fire Truck
1988 Ford Dump Truck
1988 York Rake
1993 Ford Police Cruiser
1994 Ford Police Cruiser
1995 Ford Police Cruiser
1 988 Ford Fire Rescue
1994 Galion Grader
1 988 Road Broom
1992 Ford Dump Truck
1993 1 Ton Dump Truck
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CURRENT USE - 1995
Current
Category Frequency Acres Use Assessment
























Wetlands 17 131 1,965
Unproductive 28 737 1 1 .055
TOTAL 256 8,861 594,296





Current Use Land 983,945.




Assessed value of buildings 103,725.350
Total Buildings $109,235,650




Solar and/or wind 20,550
School dining room/dorm 6.534.772
Total Exemptions $ 6,904,322
NET VALUATION on which











REPORT OF TRUST AND
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS, N.H.
Year ending December 31,1995
Cemetery Funds: Beginning Balance $ 9,415.01
Interest 1995 366.66
Ending Balance $ 9,781.67
Police Cruiser:








Beginning Balance $ 27,323.59
Principal Added 35,000.00
Interest 1995 1 .653.05








Principal Added (Returned) 10,275.00
Interest 1 995 6.751.12
$172,402.69
Withdrawal 1 995 (17.000.00)
Ending Balance $1 55,402.69















Ending Balance $ 8,672.46
Town House Renovations:
Beginning Balance $ 8,584.37
Principal Added 7,000.00
Interest 1995 448.78









Beginning Balance $ 62,724.07
Principal Added 10,000.00
Interest 1995 2.803.54
Ending Balance $ 75,527.61
Transfer Station:
Beginning Balance $ 2,000.00
Principal Added 2,000.00
Interest 1995 112.23
Ending Balance $ 4,112.23
Sewer Construction: Beginning Balance $ 1,400.00
Principal Added 2,000.00
Interest 1995 88.42
Ending Balance $ 3,488.42
Recreation Path:
Opening Balance $ 15,000.00
Interest 1995 247.03
Ending Balance $ 15,247.03
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Holderness Cental School Special Education:
Beginning Balance $ 35,721.93
Principal Added 4,830.00
Interest 1 995 1 .767.84
Ending Balance $ 42,319.77
Pemi-Baker Regional School District
Special Education:
Beginning Balance $ 41,800.46
Principal Added 0.00
Interest 1 995 1.882.50
Ending Balance $ 43,682.96
Building Fund:
Beginning Balance $ 18,843.73
Principal Added 50,000.00
Interest Added 2.127.22
Ending Balance $ 70,970.95
Total Town Funds $699,631 .98
Total Holderness Central School Funds $ 42,319.77
Total Pemi-Baker Regional School District $114.653.91
TOTAL FUNDS INVESTED DECEMBER 31, 1995 $856,605.66





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
HOLDERNESS TOWN WARRANT 1996
To the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness in the County of
Grafton and State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House on Tuesday the
twelfth of March next, at eight o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the
polls shall be opened and shall not close earlier than seven o'clock in
the afternoon to act upon the following subjects, the third and subse-
quent Articles to be acted upon commencing at seven o'clock in the
evening of the following day, the thirteenth day of March, in the auditori-
um of the HOLDERNESS CENTRAL SCHOOL.
ARTICLE 1: To choose all Town Officers by official ballot:
Selectman 3 yr. term Town Clerk 3 yr. term
Tax Collector 3 yr. term Town Treasurer I yr. term
Library Trustee 3 yr. term Fire Ward 3 yr. term
Trustee of Trust Fund 3 yr. term Overseer of Welfare I yr. term
Supervisor of Checklist 6 yr. term
3 Trustees
of Cemeteries I, 2, & 3 yr. terms
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote by official ballot on the
amendments to the existing Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of nine hundred fifty thousand dollars ($950,000.00) for the pur-
pose of building a police/fire station and a highway garage; such sum to
be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compli-
ance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:l et. seq., as amended; to
authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or
other aid, if any, which may be available for said project and to comply
with all laws applicable to said project; to authorize the Selectmen to
issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and
to authorize the Selectmen to take any other action or to pass any other
vote relative thereto (recommended by the Board of Selectmen and by
the Budget Committee. (2/3 ballot vote required)
ARTICLE 4: To accept the report of all Town Officers and
Committees.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of one hundred seventy-five thousand dollars ($175,000.00) to
purchase the Helen Miller property, tax map 5 lot 60A on Rte. 3. and
authorize the withdrawal of one hundred sixty thousand dollars
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($160,000.00) plus interest from the Land/Building Acquisition Capital
Reserve Fund. The balance of fourteen thousand dollars ($14,000.00) is
to be raised from general taxation. [NOTE: A deposit of $1,000.00 has
been placed on the property from 1995 funds.] Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fourteen thousand dollars ($14,000.00) for renovations to the
front of the existing Fire Station, to accommodate a new fire engine.
[NOTE: This article is not necessary if ARTICLE 4 is passed.]
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum of two hundred thirty-six thousand two hundred fifty dollars









Transfer Station Closure 2,000
Recreation Path 7,000
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
one hundred seventy five thousand dollars ($175,000.00) for the pur-
chase of a new fire engine and accessories and to authorize the with-
drawal of said sum from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that pur-
pose. [NOTE:The new engine is to replace our 1970 International fire
engine which will be sold by sealed bid with the revenues to return to the
general fund.] Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget
Committee.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable
general fund trust fund under the provisions of RSA 3l:l9-a, to be known
as the Forest Fire Expendable Trust Fund, for the purpose of forest fire
suppression and to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand five
hundred dollars ($2,500.00) to be placed in this fund. Any future monies
received as reimbursements for forest fire suppression will be placed in
this fund. The Selectmen are to be designated as agents to expend the
monies in the trust. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable
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general fund trust fund under the provisions of RSA 3l:l9-a, to be known
as the Flood Expendable Trust Fund, for the purpose of life safety from
flooding and repairs from flood damage and to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in this fund.
Monies received as reimbursements will be placed in this fund. The
Selectmen are to be designated as agents to expend the monies in the
trust. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
two hundred thirty five thousand dollars ($235,000) for reconstruction of
a section of Shepard Hill Rd. and Coxboro Rd. and to authorize the with-
drawal of said funds from the Road Reconstruction capital reserve fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) for the construction of the proposed
recreation path and to authorize the withdrawal of said funds from the
capital reserve fund created for that purpose. [NOTE: These funds were
raised in 1995 but not expended.] Recommended by the Selectmen and
Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to act as agents to expend monies from the following Capital
Reserve Funds: Land/Buildings Acquisition, Highway Truck,
Grader/Loader, Police Cruiser, Fire Truck, Road Reconstruction, Town
Hall, Conservation Commission, Sewer Reconstruction, Transfer Station
Closure and Recreation Path.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Two million nine hundred eighty-one thousand eight hundred
sixty-three dollars ($2,981,863.00) which represents the posted operating
budget. Said sum does include special and individual articles addressed.
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to ratify an agreement
between the Town of Holderness and Holderness 2000 and the State of
New Hampshire to facilitate application for, and receipt of, grant funds
pertaining to the construction, operation and maintenance of a bicycle
path. The agreement shall not be deemed to commit the Town to future
grants or obligations of any kind without appropriate safeguards and
indemnifications.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town wishes to amend the existing
agreement under Section 2I8 of the Social Security Act by excluding the
services performed by election workers for a calendar year in which the
remuneration paid for such service is less than $1,000.
ARTICLE 17: Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 3l:95-b
providing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article
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authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
Town Meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal or other gov-
ernmental unit or private source which becomes available during the fis-
cal year?
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which
may be offered to the Town for any public purpose pursuant to RSA
3l:95-e. This authority shall remain in effect until rescinded by the Town
Meeting.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and devises
made to the Town in trust for public purposes pursuant to RSA 3I:I9. This
authority shall remain in effect until rescinded by the Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 20: To transact any other business that may legally come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands this 22nd day of February in the year of our
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Estimated Actual Budget Revenues
Account Revenues Revenues Ensuing Ensuing
Number Prior Year Prior Year Fiscal Year Fiscal Year
TAXES
Land Use Change Taxes 1,000 -0- -0- -0-
Yield Taxes 15,000 12,900 10,000 10,000
Interest & Penalties on
Delinquent Taxes 80,000 68,000 70,000 70,000
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
Business Licenses & Permits 1 ,000 3,070 3,500 3,500
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 1 55,000 190,853 175,000 175,000
Building Permits 2,000 2,020 1,900 1,900




Shared Revenue 43, 1 02 42,500 42,564 42,564
Highway Block Grant 43,359 43,500 43,022 43,022
State & Federal Forest Land
Reimbursement/Fire 23 2,020
Other (Including Railroad Tax)




Income From Departments 16,000
Other Charges Special Charges 3,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES



















Sewer- 12,500 9,667 13,970 13,970
Capital Reserve Fund 151,800 119,800 592,500 592,500
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds 950,000 950,000
TOTAL REVENUES
AND CREDITS $ 554,261 $ 573,490 $1,970,729 $1,979,726
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TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Real Estate Assessments as ofApril 1, 1995




ADAMS, PLBTCHBR N & KATHLBBN BT AL




AGUILAR, FRANCIS J fa GILLIAN M
AHBRN, SHIRLSY M i INA J
AHBRN, TIMOTHY
AHBRN, WILLIAM fa ANN
ALBBRTSON, CHRIS *
ALLBN, MARTIN A fa MILDRBD P
ALLBN, RICHARD A
ALLBNBY, BRADBN R & CAROLYN J






AMSDBN, PAUL fa MARY
ANABLB, ALBBRT B fa JOANNE S
ANDREWS, MALCOLM B fa PATRICE
ANDREWS , ROBERT D
ANDRIBPSKI, GRBGORY B fa THBRBSA
ANTHONY, ALEXANDER
ANTHONY, ALEXANDER fa MARGARET J
ANZIVINO, BBPNICB
ARCKFIELD, AUGUSTUS T
ARNOLD, DAVID fa GRACB
ARNOLD, DAVID fa GRACB
ARNOLD, DAVID & GRACB
ARNSDORPP, LORBTTA
AVBRY, RICHARD P fa IVIS M
AVBRY, THOMAS
AYER, PRANCBS C
AYBRS, ROBBRT P fa BLIZABBTH A
AYOTTB. ROBBRT fa ROBERTA
AZIZ, JAVAID
AZIZ, JAVAID
BAILBY, CLARBNC8 W fa EUGENIA
BAILEY, CLARENCE W fa N BUGBNIA
BAILBY, LINDA B
BAKER, BENJAMIN A fa INGBR N
BAK8R, EDWIN C JR fa LOUISB
BAKBR, LORBN B fa LINDA M
BALDWIN, EOGBNB
BALL, CHRISTOPHER J fa PAMELA H
BAMPORD, STEPHEN R fa DONNA R
BANKS. DORIS P
BARACH, PBTBR C
BARBBR, ALVIN N fa CAROL
BARKER, NATHANIEL C
BARLOW, KEVIN J fa SUSAN S
BARLOW, KEVIN J fa SUSAN S
BARLOW, KEVIN M fa JOAN P
BARNES, A MACLBLLAN
BARNES, BRBNDA LUQUBR
BARNES. WILLIAM S fa MARY w
BARNBS, WILLIAM S fa MARY M
BARNES, WILLIAM S fa MARY W
BARNBS, WILLIAM S fa MARY W
BARNEY, MICHAEL L fa BRNBSTINB W
BARNUM, PBTBR P & JOAN M
BARRY, MICHAEL L
BARTHOLOMEW, D ARTHUR fa PRISCILLA




BEARD, BRIAN R fa CAROLYN L
BECK, GERALD R fa JUDITH A
BECK, JANE fa DBCHAZAL, C. TRUSTBBS
BECK, PAUL R fa NANCY G
BBSNHOUWBR, OWBN fa LILLBMOR
BBBSON, LAWRENCE fa SUSAN
BB8SON, SUSAN B
BBIJ, PIBRCB H fa KATHRYN S
BBIJ. PIBRCB H & KATHRYN 8




BBLYBA, JBPPRBY S fa BETTY S
BBNBDIX. HAROLD B fa CLAIRE D TRSTB
BBNNBTT MILBS TRUST
BBNNBTT 8LLBN P D
BBNNBTT, RICHARD & PATRICIA





BBRGBRON, ROBBRT P & JEAN A
BBRKONITZ, BLLIOTT R fa NANCY P
BBRKOWITZ, BLLIOTT R fa NANCY
BBTTENCOURT, DONALD fa BLINOR
BBTTBNCOURT, BLINOR fa DONALD TRSBB




BLADT, WILLIAM C fa HELEN
BLAHA, BARBARA A fa AGNES C
BLAIR ROAD PARTNERSHIP
BLAKB, DONALD
BLBNKHORN, DAVID C fa SUSAN M




B LOS , PBTBR
BLOS, PBTBR
DBSC TAXMAP » VALUATION











B/O OS. 057. 010 1400














L/B 07 .001.004 157700
L/B 08 008,004 169116
B/O 08-002. 061 16300





L/B 03 .020.001 236700
L/B 03A.006 528600
L/B 03.020 1106100
B/O OB. 002. 063 9000






































L/B 03 A, 02 5 117200
LB 05. 023. 001.
A
101800











L/B 07 .067 42100
L/B 07 . 161 109700
L/B 07.004 94900
L/B 038 .063 194000















L/B 07 .027 174600
B/O 03C.013.013 104700
B/O 08.006.027 84700
L/B 07. 113. 82500
L/B 07.083 .003 155500
B/O 08.002 .045 14400
L/B 08 .061.008 91000
B/O 08.002 .072 10600





BLOS, PBTBR fa BETSY
BLOS, PBTBR fa BETSY T
BLUHM, BBRNARD W JR fa KATHLBBN M
BOATHOUSB REALTY TRUST
BOGIB, DAVID












BORBYKO, JOHN fa VICTORIA
BORGBS, MANUBL M JR fa DARLBNB I
BOUCHARD, KENNETH D
BOUCHARD, KENNETH D
BOUDRBAU, GARY & DORA R




BOWDBN, PRBDBRICK P INC
BOWDBN, PRBDBRICK P INC
BOYCB, MRS LINDEN
BOYD, THOMAS C fa ANN L
BOYD, WAITER T
BOYBR, DENNIS fa CBLBLIA
BRADPORD, GAIL NUK KU
BRADSHAW, BLLIOTT J fa ROBIN
BRAGUB. DAVID S fa MICHBLB L
BRAY3HAW, DONALD fa EVELYN
BRAYSHAW, DONALD & EVELYN
BRBNNAN, M JANB
BRODBRIC, STUART fa AUDRBY
BRODBRIC, STUART fa AUDRBY
BRONWBLL, JAMBS fa LAURA 8
BROOKS, JOHN D & BRBNDA L
BROWN, ALLAN R & CAROLYN
BROWN BARLB P fa MARGUERITE C
BROWN ERNEST B fa IDA P
BROWN PRANK B fa WANDA L
BROWN PRBDBRICK B
BROWN HERBERT N fa BLIZABBTH
BROWN MARTIN
BROWN ROGBR S fa EDITH C
BROWN STBPHBN M fa J THOMPSON
BROWN WALTER R & KIM A
BRUCKJJR, WILLIS H fa NANCY S
BRUNELL, LAWRBNCB fa NORBBN
BRUNN, CHARMAINB W
BRYANT, ROBBRT S & JANBT L
BRYSON, LOUIS H fa MARY R
BUCK, PAUL M
BUCKLAND. ALIDA fa LBB
BUCKLAND, JAMBS

















BURLBIGH LAND LTD PARTNERSHIP






BYRON, BARRY J fa JANB B
C N BROWN CO
CALARBSB, PAUL fa JOAN M
CALLAHAN, DBBORAH
CALLBY, RICHARD fa CAROLYN M
CAMPBELL, LILLA
CAREY, PAM8LA
CAROSBLLI . GBNB & PRANCINB
CARSON, JOSEPH T fa RICHARD O
CARSON, RICHARD O & YVONNE N
CARTER, L RICHARD
CASTONGUAY, GAIL

















CHABOT, ANDRB fa THBRBSA
ANDRB P fa THBRBSA B
























ANDRB P fa THBRBSA B
ANDRB P fa THBRBSA B
ANDRB P fa THBRBSA B
ANDRB P fa THBRBSA B
BNNBTH & SUSAN J
BARRY
CHAMBBRLAIN, HBLBN M
CHAMBERLAIN, STANLEY & PENNY















































































































































































































































CHASB, JOHN M fa PHYLLIS A
CHBNARD, PBTBR
CHBSLBY, LAWRBNCB P fa CARBN J
CHBSLBY, RONALD L fa ROSAMOND M
CHBVALIBR, MARK
CHOATB, ARTHUR O TRUSTBB
CHOATB. ARTHUR O TRUSTBB
CHOATB, ARTHUR TRUST
CHOATB, ARTHUR TRUST
CHOCORUA ISLAND CHAPBL ASSOC
CHONG, PBNG-KHUAN
CICCO, MICHAEL
CIPOLLA, ROBBRT M fa THAYER
CIRINCIONB, PATRICK W TRUSTBB
CIULLO, ANTHONY J fa CAROL J
CLAPPER, WILLIAM fa RUTH H
CLARK, JOSBPH L
CLARK, JOSBPH L JR fa SUSAN A
CLARK, PBTBR L fa MADBLINB A
CLIPPORD, CHARLES fa MAUREEN
ANNB-LOUISB
DAVID D fa MILDRBD C
DAVID D fa MILDRBD C
DAVOD D fa MILDRBD
H TERRY
TERRY H
JAMBS A fa DBBORAH
OLIVER G fa PAULINE TRUSTBBS

















ANDREW R fa KATHLINB
ANDREW R fa KATHLBBN
VIRGINIA M













CORLBSS, ROBBRT J fa PRANCBS
CORRINGHAM, THBRBSA A
COTE RICHARD I fa HBLBN A
COURSBY, C BARLB
COURSBY, C BARLB






COURT, DAVID B fa JBANNINB H
CRANE, DR HENRY D fa BMILY T
CRANB, HBNRY D TRUSTBB
CRAWFORD, JAMBS fa LINDA
CRAWFORD, JAMBS W fa LINDA TRUSTBBS
CRAY, RICHARD H fa CAROL A
CRBNSON, WILLIAM G & CAROLYN
CRIPPS, GARY







































































































, GERALD fa AGNBS
NGS. CHARLES H JR
NGS, CHAP LBS H JR
NGS, PATRICIA M




BBRTRAM K fa PATRICIA
BERTRAM K & PATRICIA








RANDOLPH W fa KARBN J
RICHARD
RICHARD
RICHARD fa BARBARA C
RICHARD fa BARBARA C
RICHARD fa BARBARA C










CURRIBR, VICTOR fa LISA
CURRY PLACB INC
CURRY PLACB INC
CUSHING, WILLIAM G fa JACOUBLYN

















































































































































































































































CUTRIGHT, DAVID R 4 JULIB
D'AMBROSIO, PATRICK V 4 AGUES
D'ARCY, JBROMB J
D'ARRIGO, ST8PHAN V 4 CATHERINE
D'BLIA. HARD C
DAIGNBAULT, SALLY TRUSTBB
DAIGNBAULT, SHIRLBY B 4 PBTBR J
DAILBY, BUGBNB 4 ANNA
DAILBY, WILLIAM
DAILBY. WILLIAM J 4 NANCY D
DANIBL, RICHARD M JR
DANIEL, RICHARD M JR






DAVIS. LARRY 4 PATSY
DAVIS, MICHABL H 4 DBBORAH B
DAVIS, WILLIAM M 4 JBSSICA H
DAY, GARY L 4 BBVBRLY M
DAY, JBAN A
DBACHMAN, ROSS V 4 NANCY S




DBCKBR, HARRY C 4 LYNN





DBMARCO, DOMINICK 4 DOROTHY
DBMBIBC, SARA-JANB
DBMBIBC, SARA-JANB
DBMBIBC, WILLIAM P 4 SARA-JANB
DBMBRS, CORINNB
DBMBRS, JBANNB




DBNNBHY, JOHN J 4 CAROL A
DBRUVO, NICHOLAS J 4 MADBLYN
DBSLODGB, STBVBN 4 JAYNB
DBSLOGB, STBPHBN R 4 JAYNB
DBSROSSIBRS. RICHARD F JR





DIAMOND, SOTBRIOS 4 LSB
DICKSON, DANA S 4 CYNTHIA
DIBTZ, HOPB K
DIMICK, TODD J 5, PATRICIA H
DINSMORB REALTY TRUST
DIONNB, HENRI W









DONOGHUB, KENNETH J SR
DONOGHUB, MARK T 4 ROSANNA A
DOPKIN, JOHN
DOUCBTTB, CARYL BT AL




DRISCOLL, DAVID P 4 PATRICIA
DUBA, BDWARD F 5, SUZANN V
DUDA, THOMAS 4 JUDITH
DUDA, THOMAS 4 JUDITH
DUDA, THOMAS B 4 JUDITH A
DUGA, ROBBRT M 4 DONNA L
DUGGAN, JOSBPH B 4 HBLBN A
DUNKBL, DAVID L 4 SUSAN A




DUNNBLL, WILLIAM W III
DUPONT, GBNB P 4 VALBRIB A
DUPUIS, DAVID F 4 CATHY A
DURGIN, MARY B
DURGIN, MARY B
DUSSAULT, GLORIA M TRUSTBB
DUSSAULT, GLORIA M TRUSTBB
DUSSAULT, JOSBPH P S, KBNDRA A
DUSSUALT, THOMAS 4 CYNTHIA










BLKS LODGB BPOB 2312
BMBRSON, DBNLBY W TRUSTBB
BMBRY, MBLISSA
ENGLISH, ALAN TAYLOUR
BSTRBMRRA, PBDRO 4 ZAIDA I
BVANS, ALBBRT B III 1 BARBARA B
BVANS, JOHN M
BVANS, KBNNBTH H 4 JBNNIFBR K
BVBRSOLB, DAVID H
FABIAN, RICHARD 4 GBORGBNB
FABIAN, RICHARD V 4 GBORGBNB W





LBON L 4 JO ANN S
LBON L 4 JOANN
LBON L 4 JOANN












































































































































































































































































































































PAHBY, BUGBNB D 4 BARBARA B
FAIRBANKS, PAULINE S
PAIRCLOUQH, MAY A BSTATB
FARLEY, DAVID C
PARLEY, DAVID C fi, LOVDY
FARMAR. MARJORIB V
PARMAR, MARJORIB V
PARNSWORTH, BBTTY P TRUST
FAR USWORTH, BRIAN 4 SONIA M
PARRBLL, RICHARD N 4 PRISCILLA G
BARREN, PAUL V 4 MICHBLB D
PBLDMAN, AVIS G
PBLLOM3, SALLIB D








MARSHALL L 4 GBRALDINB
RUDOLPH J
TIMOTHY O 4 AUDREY H







PITTS, ARMANI) P 4 LINDA R
FITZ, NANCY
PITZ, NANCY H
FITZ, WILLIAM R 4 NANCY H
PLAHBRTY, MICHABL 4 MILDRBD
FLEISCHER, CARL M 1 GAIL B
PLBNNIKBN, NAYNE H TRUSTBB
PLBTCHBR, BLIZABBTH D
FI.YNN, KEVIN 4 BARBARA
FONTAINB, GBORGB 4 DONNA
FORD, BDWARD R
FORD, PATRICIA D fi, ROBBRT W
FORD, PATRICIA D 4 ROBBRT H
FORD, PATRICIA D 4 ROBBRT M
PORMAN, HBNRY 4 IDA
POSTBR, J BDWARD 4 SARA M
FOX, JOHN 4 DOLORES M
FRANCESCO, PBTBR S fi, SUSAN M
FRANCESCO, PBTBR S 4 SUSAN M
FRANCBSCO, PBTBR S 4 SUSAN M
PRASE, BRUSCB C TRUSTBB
FRA3B, RUTH L TRUSTBB
PRBCHBTTB, CECILS M
FRBCHBTTB, NORMAN A 4 CBCILB M
PRBBDBBRG, IRWIN M 4 IRBNB L




PULLBR, FREDERICK J fi, SHARON J
FURBUSH. MICHABL B & ANITA L
FURMAN. HARRY & MARIS DULCB
PURMANICK, PBTBR J fi, SHARON B
FURMANICK, PBTBR J JR
GAFFNBY, THOMAS B
GAFFNBY, THOMAS B
GAGB, ROGBR S 4 NYDBGGBR . KAREN G
GAGLIARDI , ANTHONY
GAGNB, RICHARD J 4 BARBARA







GARROITT. ROBBRT K 4 HARCY L
GATBLY, JOHN P
GBHLING, BLIZABBTH K
GBLDART, PBTBR 4 COLB, BBVBRLY
GBORGB, SUSAN A




GLIDDBN 1994 CHILDREN'S TRUST
GLIDDBN, JOHN L 4 YVONNB M
GLIDDBN, JOHN L 4 YVONNB M
GOADB, MARY G
GOLDEN SHORES INC
GOOCH, LAWRENCE R 4 JUDITH A
GOOCH, LAWRENCE R 4 JUDITH A
GOODMUNDSON, GARY C 4 JANIS B





GORMAN, JOHN A 4 BLAINB ''
GOSS, ALICE G TRUSTBB
GOSS, ALICB G TRUSTBB
GOSS, RUSSBLL P JR 4 PATRICIA
GOULD, LILLI BELLS TRUSTBB




GRADY, NANCY W BT AL
GRAHAM, DONALD C 4 INGRID A
DONALD C 4 INGRID A







JON M 4 LAUREN R
STANLEY 4 JANICE
STANLEY 4 JANICE



















GRBASON, STBPHBN B 4 BLIZABBTH
GRBBNB, JAMBS 4 BLLBN
GRBBNB. STBVBN A 4 JANB A
GRBBNB, STBVBN A 4 JANB A
GRBBNLBAP, WALTER L BSTATB
GRBBNWOOD, REGINALD TRUSTBB
GREENWOOD, REGINALD TRUSTBB

























L/B 03 041 120700










B/O 08 006.012 112500
B/O 05 0S7.OH9 2100
B/O 08 047A.001 600
L/B 08. 047. 47200
L/O 08.047 61700









L/O 02 .016.012 18000
L/B 02 .018.013 93700
L/O 02.028 30600
L/B 02.023 105000
L/B 08 008.002 254600
B/O 08.002.062 11800
B/O 12.006 15000
L/B 03 .084 398900




















L/B 03 .095.010 1358700
L/B 09.029.003.005 113400
L/B 11.064 83700
L/B 11 .010 94800




L/O 02. 040. 3169
L/B 0SA.113 294600























L/B 10. 024.015 169700
L/B 10.025.038 138100
L/B 10.024.015 1159400
L/O 08.051 .A 7200
L/O 05. 091. 11200
L/O 05.053.001 28200
L/O 05.035 3000





















GREGG, DAVID A III
GREGG, ELLA C TRUST
GREGG, ELLA C TRUST
GREGG, STBPHBN T
GREY, SCOTT A 4 LINDA J
GRBY, SCOTT A 4 LINDA J
GRBYTAK, THOMAS J
GRUZ, JOHN 4 CHRISTEL
GUION, RICHARD P 4 JBAN M
OUYOTTB, ALPHONSB R 4 DOROTHY C
OUYOTTB, NANCY 4 ROBBRT
GCYOTTE, ROBERT C 4 NANCY B
HAGBRUP, WILLIAM B 4 MARGBRY J
HALB, DANIBL J
JBFFRBY
JAMBS R 4 LAURA B
LB8TBR I 4 LUCILLE M




HAMMOND, BVBRBTT G 4 NORMA J TRSTE
HANAFORD, HAROLD C 4 FLORENCE M
HANAFORD, HAROLD C 4 PLORBNCB M
HANAHAY, BLIZABBTH
HANCOCK, ANDREW C 4 SHBLLBY
HANLON, JOAN L
HANLON, JOAN L














HBNRY U JR 4 MARY JBANNB
MARY 4 HBNRY BTAL TRUSTEBS
MARY 4 HBNRY BTAL TRUSTEES
MARY 4 HBNRY BTAL TRUSTEBS
















HASKELL, ROBBRT B 4 MARY C
HASKELL. ROBBRT B 4 MARY C
HATCH, DEBORAH SMITH
HAVLOCK, RICHARD 4 BBTTY
HAVLOCK, RICHARD F 3R 4 BBTTY
HAWKINS, DORICS
HAWK' INS. EDWARD
HAWKINS, KENNETH 4 THBLMA
HAWKINS, KBNNBTH R JR 4 JOYCB
HAWLBY, PRANK 4 ALBTHBA
HAYB3, JANICE B
HEATH, BLIZABBTH A
HEATH, HARRY L 4 LAURA M




HBNDBL. PBTBR J 4 MARGARBT
HBNDBRSON. RUTH W TRUST
HBNDRICK, R 4 B TRUSTEES
HBNDRICK, R 4 B TRUSTEBS
HBNDRICK, SUSANNB
HBRBBRT, DARLBNB M
HBUVBLINB, ANDRB F 4 COLETTE L
HEWITT, CHARL8S W
HBYBS, ANTHONY
HIAM, PBTBR 4 HBLBN
HICKBY, HBLBN S
HILL, ALAN W 4 NANCY JBAN
HILL, ALAN N 4 NANCY JBAN
HILL, DONNA K
HILL, RONBNA B








HOGAN, JAMBS J 4 ROBIN




















HOLLAND, RALPH R 4 MYRTLB T
HOLLAND, WILLIS H 4 DBBORAH C
HOLLAND, WILLIS H 4 DBBORAH C






HOPPBR, THOMAS G 4 DOLORES M
HORSTMANN, BSTHBR T
HOUCK, FRBD H 4 SARAH A

































L/B 08.043 .015 246400





L/O 05.020.001 .A 22400
L/B 03.024 141500
L/B 07.136 140400
B/O 03C.013 .006 164800
B/O 03B.032 196600
L/O 10.055.003.009 27300



















L/O 03. 085. 17300
L/B 03. 030. 270600
B/O 08.002.054 14300
L/B 06.002 78600
L/B 05. 093 102100










































































HOHB. CHARLBS A 4 BVA L
HOHB, CHARLBS A f. BVA L
HOHB, CHARLBS P BSTATB
HOHB, CHARLBS P BSTATB
HOHB, CHARLBS P BSTATB
HOHB, DANIEL














HUBLSY, DAVID 4 DAWN
HUCKINS, DAMON R 4 ANGELA




HUCKINS, MILTON 4 CALVIN
HUCKINS, MILTON TRUSTEE
HUCKINS, MILTON H
HUCKINS, MILTON H 4 CALVIN H JR
HUCKINS, MILTON M 4 CALVIN H JR
HUCKINS, MILTON H 4 CALVIN H JR
HULSLANDBR, O IRBNB BT AL
HULSLANDBR, O IRBNB BT AL
HULSLANDBR, RALPH J III 4 MARILYN
HUMPHREY, GBO H 4 DBNISB
HUNK INS. CARL H 4 JOANNB H
HUNKINS, MILTON
HUNNBHBLL, RICHARD H 4 ANNE H
HUNT, LEONARD 4 SHIRLBY M
HUNTER, WILLIAM S JR JOAN B
HUNTOON, JANE B
HURD, DOUGLAS P 4 PATRICIA H
HURD, MRS HBLBN PORTER
HUSS, STBVBN L 4 KATHLBBN A
HUTCHINSON, JOHN 4 BLIZABBTH
HUTCHINSON. JOHN P JR 4 SLIZABBTH
HYDB, HAROLD B 4 MARY R
HYDB, LOUISB
KYLAHD, MICHAEL A 4 LUCY L
KYLAND, MICHAEL A 4 LUCY L
INOALL3, JOHN S
IRELAND, CLIPPORD B 4 HARRIST
IRBLAND, ROY B 4 ANNS L
IRBLAND, ROY B i. ANNB L
JACKSON, KEVIN H 4 NARY L
JACKSON, STANLBY
JBNBSS, HITHCBLL R
JENKINS, BARLB S JR 4 JULIE
JBNSBN, WILLIAM J 4 JOAN B
JIRKOVSKY, CHARLBS 4 SUSAN M
JIRKOVSKY, CHARLBS W (, SUSAN M
JOHNSON, ALICB B
JOHNSON, GARY L s, LYNN J
JOHNSON, HAYNB L 4 DIANE J
JOHNSON, WILPRBD
JONES, RAYMOND 4 ANN LOUISB
J0NB3, RAYMOND 4 ANN LOUISB
JURGBL, RAYMOND & DOROTHY
KAMPP, MARY
KAMPF, MARY
KAMPP, MARY BT AL
KAMPP, MARY W BT AUX
KAPLAN, J ETTA S 4 BLVIN BT AL
KAPP, GBOPPRBY
KASS, MARTIN D 4 LAURIE S
KEATING. GBOPPRBY T 4 KAREN
KBBFEP, BETTY JANB
KBBPBR, JBPPRBY S 4 PATRICIA A
KBBLBR, BBVBRLY R
KBIPBR, PHILIP B 4 AUGUSTA V
KBISBR, MBLVIN 4 BLIZABBTH
KEITH 4 HIBBARD, TRUSTEES
KEIVBR, PATRICIA A T/IN/COMM
KBLLBY, THOMAS G 4 DAVID 4 WILLIAM
KELLOGG, DAVID W BT AL
KELLY, GERALD 4 CBLBSTB TRUSTEES
KELLY, GERALD 4 CBLBSTB TRUSTBBS





KBNISTON, DAVIS B IV 4 JOHN
KENNEDY, JOAN
KBNNBY, JAMBS W 4 DONNA
KENNY, WILBBRT M
KENT, GORDON B








KIBTH 4 HIBBARD, TRUSTBBS
KIMBALL, ARTHUR H
KING, HENRY 4 DBBBIB
KING, SCOTT P 4 BLLBN L
KINGSBURY PAMILY RBSIDBNCS TRUST
KISSBLBURGH, RONALD 4 JEAN D
KLINE, ROBBRT M 4 NAOMI R
KNAPP, RUTH L




KONRAD, GBORGB 4 GERTRUDE
LABONTB. PHILIP 4 HEATHER
LADD, MRS ROBBRT
LAPRBNIBRB, SUSAN













































































































































































































LAKES RBGION CONSERVATION TRUST
LAMBERT, BLIZABBTH P
LAMSON, DAVID
LANDBRS, G ALFRED 4 RUTH
LAHTAGUB, BERNARD 4 MARY ANN
LAPLANT, ROGBR 4 IRBNB
LATULIPPB, DONALD R
LATULIPPB, MICHAEL S
LAVALLBB, RUSSELL 4 CAROLYN
LAVALLBB, WILLIS R 4 JOANN M










LBSNBSKI, ALBERT C 4 CAROL N
LBSSARD, EDGAR H 4 CLAIRE
LBSTBR, DONALD P
LEVIN, GBORGB B 4 ANNB M
LEVIN, SUSAN BT AL
LEVIN, SUSAN BT AL
LBVOY, DORIS B
LPOD CORPORATION




LIVENS, NARY ANN H
LIVBRMORB MOBILE HOHB VILLAGE
LOCKE, BLSIB TRUSTEE
LOBHMING, KBNNBTH R 4 GLORIA B
LORD, RUSSELL H JR
LOSBP9KY , GBORGB
LOUGBB, GBORGB S 4 CHERYL A
LOUGBB, GBORGB S 4 CHERYL A








SIDNEY 4 JOAN C
SIDNBY 4 JOAN C
SIDNEY 4 JOAN C
LOVBTT, SIDNBY BT AL
LOZIBR, BRUCB P 4 ANITA M
LUNNY. JOSEPH L
LUOTO, WILLIAM 4 BARBARA
LURIB, DAVID N







HACDONALD, TBRRANCB M 4 MARGARET R
MACDOUQALL, MADELEINE R
MACK, GARY
MACKSNZIB, JAMBS P 4 BARBARA L
MACMILLAN, RICHARD J 4 JOSBPHINB
MACNBIL, RAYMOND M 4 LINDA M
MACPHSRSON, DANIEL
MAGGI, PAUL C





MALONBY, WILLIAM V 4 PHYLLIS A
MANITA, CATHERINE
MANITA, JOHN J
MANITA, JOHN J 4 LINDA M
MARCH, JOHN M 4 LINDA A
MARCHBTTI, DEAN J 4 KATHLBBN
MARDBN. MARX A 4 JACQUELINE
ROBBRT B
BLBANOR
















MARK LB, DONALD C
MARR. MARGARET L
MARRER, MARY JANB
MARR BR. MARY JANB
MARRO, MICHAEL D 4 PATRICIA
MARSHALL PAMILY TRUST
MARSHALL, GAIL
MARSHALL, JOHN H JR TRUSTBB
MARSHALL, JOHN H JR TRUSTBB
MARS I LIA, JOAN
MARTBL, ALINE
MARTENS, RICHARD A
MARTIN, DAVID 4 JOAN
MARTIN, DAVID H
MARTIN, DAVID W
MARTZ, WILLIAM B BSTATB
MASON, MARTIN K 4 VIRGINIA L
MASTRO, JOSBPH L TRUSTBB
MATHBSON, KBNNBTH
MATHIBSON, HBLBN F
MAY, ALLBGRA BT AL
MAYBBCK, HAROLD 4 MARGI8
MCBOURNIB, KBVIN P
MCBOURNIB, SANDRA J
MCCAIN, RICHARD 4 JOYCB
MCCARTHY, PHILLIP
MCCLAY, THBODORB
MCCORD, MICHAEL W 4 BLIZABBTH
MCCORMACK, CHRISTOPHER J
MCCORMACK, PHILIP 4 AMARANTBS, J
MCCORMACK, PHILLIP G 4 LOUISB S
MCCRANIB, ALLEN L 4 MBTTA V
MCCUIN, PLORBNC8 TRUSTBB
MCCUIN, PLORBNCB TRUSTBB
MCDBVITT, WILLIAM J 4 PAITH H
MCDONALD, NANCY C
MCDONALD, NANCY C
DBSC TAXMAP • VALUATION
L/O 02 .053.001 7900
L/B O9.003 40800
L/B 05A.01C 414700






















































L/O 03 .001 73200
























B/O 03C.013 .010 163500
B/O 02.012.010A 6500
B/O 08.002 029 22600
L/B 02.012.006B 99200




L/B 05 . 023 .001 .002 96600
L/B 06.045 105767
L/O 08. 043 . 025 45900
L/B 06.011 19300
L/B 03 .095.017 84400
L/B 07.106 152500
L/B 0SA. 01O.8 250700
L/B 08.046 131576
L/0 08.044 1061









L/B 09.004 .001 43100
L/B 09.026.002 93500
L/B 05.029 95600







L/O 03 .013 D 26100
L/B 03.013 114500
L/B 07.083 .002 487S00
L/B 06.061.015 102000
L/B 07.137 60600
B/O 03C.013 .011 142900
L/B 07.069 64700










MCDONOUGH, STBVBN 4 MICHAEL
MCDONOUGH, STBVBN J 4 WILLIAM
HCGUIGAN, NORMAN T
MCHUGH, JOHN A 4 CAROL A
MCIVBR, JBPPRBY O 4 NANCY B
HCLANB, DOUGLAS 4 SUSAN K
MCLANB, DOUGLAS 4 SUSAN K
MCLEAN. STEPHEN
MCLEAN, STBPHBN G
MCLEOD, JOHN 4 RUTH
MCLOUD, CHARLBS R 4 LOIS TRUSTBBS
HCMAHON, KBRRY PATRICK
MCWILLIAMS, RICHARD




MBLANSON, ROBBRT 4 MAJOR IB
MBLANSON, ROBBRT R
MBLANSON, ROB8RT R
MBLANSON, ROBBRT R 4 MARJORY D
MBLANSON, ROBBRT R 4 MARJORY D
MBLANSON, STBVBN B 4 KATHRYN
MBLBNDY, DALLAS BT AL
MBLTZNBR, CAROLYN D 4 SCOTT I
MBRRIPIBLD, CHARLES R JR 4 DIANE T





HBTCALP, JOANNA M D
MBYFARTH, GBORGB H 4 NATHALIB S
CLON. GERTRUDE
LLBR, BRANDON 4 HENRIETTA







LLBR, THOMAS H 4 LINDA L
LLBR , HAYNB
LLBR, WAYNE 4 ALEX 4 HBLBN
LLS, KBNNBTH A 4 SUZANNE
LLWOOD PARTNERS LP VII
NICKIBLLO, PBTBR J 4 VIRGINIA
TCHBLL. R
MJX CORP








MORBN, RUSSBLL R 4 CONSTANCE M




MORRILL, WILLIAM D 4 MARY B
MORRILL, WILLIAM D 4 MARY B
MORRISON ISLAND TRUST
MORRISON, BLMBR M 4 KATHRYN L
MORSS, SHERMAN JR
MOSBS, SARA H
MOULTON, WILLIAM 4 ANDREA
MOULTON, WILLIAM 4 ANDREA
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT
MOUNTAIN RIVER DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAIN RIVBR DBVBLOPMBNT ASSOC
MOUNTAINEERS REALTY TRUST
MURGATROY, MABBL
MURPHY, DONALD 4 SUSAN








N H BLBCTRIC COOP
NASH, GREGORY V 4 MARK A
NASSAR, ESTHER P TRUSTBB
NASSAR, ESTHER P TRUSTBB
NASSAR, JOSBPH TRUSTBB
NASSAR, JOSBPH TRUSTBB




NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY PI 'NDATION
NBW ENGLAND PORBSTRY FOl'NDATION
NSW ENGLAND FORESTRY FOUNDATION













































































































































































































































































































NICOLOS I, DIAHB M
NIELSEN, ERIC 4 BONNIE
NIELSEN, KNUD 'ERIC-
NIELSEN, KNUD 4 NARY 8
NIELSEN, KNUD 4 NARY 6
NIELSEN, KNDD B
NIKANDER, JOHN A
HILBS, HOWARD 4 EMBLINB
NISTLER, STANLEY S 4 DONNA
NIZETIC, GABRIEL
NOSENORTHY, JAHBS 4 JACQUELINE
NOSBWORTHY. JANES A 4 JAY N
NOURSB, JANES H 6 SHIPTON, SARA
NOYBS, GBORGB M
NOYBS, JOHANNA S TRUSTEE
NOYSS, JOHN B 6 NARY A
NOYBS. JOHN H 4 BARBARA A
NOYBS , ORA




O'DONNBLL, JAHBS P 4 CATHERINE
O'DONNBLL, LINDA
O'DONNBLL, MICHAEL 4 LINDA
O'LSARY, MICHAEL 4 CYNTHIA
O'NBILL, DANIEL F
OGDBN, GREGORY 4 ANY
OLEN, KATHSRINB C
OLSON, BRUCB 6 KATHY
ORLICH, STBVB
OUSTSCKY, LINDA
OHBN, HENRY B TRUSTEE
OWBN, HENRY B TRUSTEE
OWENS, DAVID A
PACB, RAYMOND M 4 MBLISSA
PALMER, DONALD S 4 PATRICIA N
PALMER, SUSAN S
PALM I BR I, AOOSTINO A 4 MARION
PALMIBRI, AOOSTINO A 4 MARION
PARKER, HOMARD O 4 MARGARET
PARKER, HOMARD O 4 HAROARBT
PAUL, JOHN H 4 JO-ANN
PBCK, R PHILLIP JR 4 ROBIN
PBLHAM NORTH
PBLLBTIER, GERARD R 4 JUDITH J
PBLLBTIBR, MARTIN D L TRUDY L
PBLLBTIBR, MARTIN D 4 TRUDY L
PBHIOBHASSBT BROADCASTERS INC





PBRKINS, BLANCHE PARKER TRUST
PBRKINS, DEAN JR 4 JBAHNB P
PBRKINS, RICHARD L t. SANDRA L
PERRY, N WHITNEY 4 ANN P
PBRRY, MRS WILLIAM O JR
PERRY, WILLIAM G JR (MRS)
PETERSON, RICHARD W 4 BARBARA A
PBTTBNOILL, JOHN B 4 NANCY B
PBTTSNGILL, MILDRED M
PBTTITT, REGGIE GUARDIAN
PHIPPBN, WILLIAM G 4 DORIS
PICKBL, FREDERICK JR I. SANDRA S
PIBTTB, BARBARA A
PILOTS, FRANK 4 LOIS M
PINEHUR3T ASSOCIATION
PINTO, JOSEPH H 4 JEANNE M
PIPBR, JULIA BSTATB
PIPER, RICHARD P JR
PIRBT, MARGUERITE A
PLANT, DAVID A 4 PBGGY
PLANT, DAVID A 4 PBGGY
PLANT. MILDRED I
PLANTAMURA, MRS MARION
PLASSB, BMILB C 4 LILLIAN B
















POTTER, GORDON 4 HBLBN
POTTBR, ROBERT A 4 JOAN M
POTTER, T8RBSA
POWDERLY, DAHIBL F





PUBLIC SBRVICB CO OP NH
PUBLIC SBRVICB CO OP NH
PULSIFBR, BERTRAM 4 8C0TT TRUSTERS
PULSIPBR, BBPTPAM 4 SCOTT TRUSTEES
PULSIFBR, BERTRAM 4 SCOTT TRUSTBBS
PULSIPBR, SCOTT
PULSIPBR, SCOTT 4 ANNB







RAY, DORIS L TRUSTEE X





RAYMOND, ANTHONY W 4 MARY P
READ, BERTRAM 4 CLARE T
RBISSIG. FLORENCE
PBMSON, KENNETH 4 MARIS
RBNKAS, MICHAEL
DESC TAXMAP • VALUATION








L/B 03 018 69200
L/B 07 165 104100
L/B 03B.005 263500
L/B 03.014 91757
L/B 08. 043 .024 141630
L/B 03C.002 343600
L/B 03C.003 704000
L/B 0SA 054.001 376400
L/B 05A 056 348800
B/O 08.002.041 14800









L/B 02. OSS. 001 93200
L/B 03B.0S4 628500















L/B 02. 018. 71100




L/B 02 . 018.009 77700
L/B 08.040 6S600
L/B 09.025 195602




L/O 01 001 IS
L/B 06 0*3. C 81400
L/B 03 025 104801
L/B 06 014.012 93600
L/B 03 048. 434600
L/O 02 049 632
L/B 02 017 69900
L/B 02 011 1S3900











L/B 02 014 60700
L/B 02 016 82900
L/B 07 172 50000
L/B 05 1 001 172100
L/B OB 061. 00S 117612
L/B 05 003 52600
L/O 07 072 113900
L/B 07 066 59000
L/B 07 073 5684200
L/O 07 037.002 39000
L/O 07 037.004 41700
L/O 07 037.005 40400
L/B 07 050 410700
L/O 07 037.003 55000
L/O 07 036 54100
L/B 07 065 73100
L/B 03JI. 010. 001 451400
B/O 08 006.023 00700
L/B 07 021 101200
L/B 05 1.034 196600
L/B 07 044 21000
L/B 10 042 119369
L/B 03 013. 62800
B/O 08 002.049 16400
L/B 03 1.035 301400
L/B oe 053 158300
B/O 05 057. OB9 2500
L/B 04 021.002 372300
L/O 02 002 4 002.
A
2934
B/O 08 002 .039 14700
B/O 00 002 213600
B/O 07 034 66400
B/O 09 032 22500
L/O 02 027 137200
L/O 09 033 9S400
L/B 05 024 39500
L/B 03 053 4048S6
L/B 08 067.001 105900
r./R 08 080 74000
L/O 03 06S 200
L/B 03 .053 SS6400
L/B 09 023 176906
L/O 09 024 200S9




L/B 07 028. B 58800
B/O 03A.011 .003 261400
B/O 03A.011.00S 209600









RICHARDS, JOHN S 6 MARTHA B
RICHER, ANTOINETTE MRS
RICKBR, ALFRED
RICKBR. B LB BON 4 MILDRED
RIEHS, MARTIN JR 4 ANN C
PIBHS, MARTIN JR 4 ANN C
R1S, STEVEN A 4, JEAN B
RITZ, ROBERT JR 6 ALISON N
ROBIE, ADRIAN 6 LESLIE
ROBIB, ADRIAN T JR 6 LISA A
ROBIE, EUGENE A 4 SUSAN L
ROBINSON, ARNOLD 6 GEORGETTE
ROBINSON, GARY S 4 NATALIE S
ROBINSON, MICHAEL
ROBITAILLB, LEO A JR 4 JEAN B
ROCKYWOLD DBBPHAVBN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DBBPHAVBN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DBBPHAVBN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DBBPHAVBN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DBBPHAVBN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DBBPHAVBN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DBBPHAVBN CAMPS INC
ROGERS, EDWARD L 4 JOYCE A
ROGERS, EDWARD L 4 JOYCE A
ROMAN, EDNA L
ROSS, BUOBNB W JR 4 KATHLBBN W
ROSS. STEVEN N
ROTBLLA, JOSEPH D 4 MARY
ROTH, DOUGLAS
ROTH, DOUGLAS
ROTHSCHILD, ROBERT B 4 SARA
ROUKBS, CHRISTOPHER C 4 LYNBTTS A
ROWBLL, THOMAS F 4 KATHLEEN A
ROY, ALFRED J 4 MADBLINB B
ROY. DBBORAH A
ROY, ROBERT F 4 DBBORAH A
ROYEA, IBRA B
ROYEA. IBRA B 4 RUTH A
ROYEA, IBRA B 6 RUTH A
ROYEA, IBRA B ST AL
ROYEA, MICHAEL 4 HOLLY
ROYEA, RICHARD 4 CANDY L
ROYEA, RICHARD B
ROYEA, ROBERT B 4 ODILB
RUBIN, DOUGLAS K 4 BLIZABBTH A
RUHM, KENNETH 4 NANCY
RUKH, KENNETH B 4 NANCY J
RUHM, KENNETH B 4 NANCY J
RUSSELL, ANNS H
RYSA, HAROLD 4 BARBARA T
RYBA, SHBRRY L
SAAD, SHARON A






SANBORN, RICHARD 4 PRISCILLA
SANDBRSON, MARY H TRUSTEE
RICHARD B 4 MARY H
RICHARD B 4 MARY H
RICHARD B & MARY H
RICHARD B 4 MARY H
RICHARD B TRUSTEE




















SAVAGE, WILLIAM H 4 BLIZABBTH
SAVAGBAU, JOHN
SCALA, PHILIP 4 ANTOIH8TTB
SCALES, JAMBS 4 ROROTHY L
SCHILL, CARL 4 MOB
SCHUTTBR, GBORGB M JR
SCHWANBR, WILLIAM E 4 KELLY L
SCHWARTZ, IRVING 4 IDA
SCHWARTZ, NORMAN D
SCHWBIZBR, EARL 4 KAREN
SCIENCE CENTER OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCIENCE CENTER OP NH






SBGUIN, BRADLBY S 4 BARBARA
SBVRENS, PALMER B 4 BLIZABBTH
SEVRSN3, PALMBR B 4 ELIZABETH W
SHANAHAN, MICHAEL 4 NANCY





SHELDON, BARBARA P 4 JONATHAN A
SHBLTON, WALTER 4 DOLORES
SHBRRY, BLIZABBTH A
SHIELD, BDWARD H
SHILDNBCK, DONALD P TRUSTEE
SHORBS FLUME ST REALTY TRUST
8HOUP, BBTH B
SHULTZ, ROBERT B 4 NANCY L
SIBK. JONATHAN P
SIBK, JONATHAN P 4 MBLANIB G
SIBK, RICHARD A TRUSTEE
SIBK, RICHARD A TRUSTEE
SIGMAN, RITA ST AL
SIROIS. DAVID A JR 4 ALINB I
SKINNER, LAWRENCE J
SLAGLB, ROBBRT B 4 BLSANOR J
SLAGUS, BDWARD G 4 DOROTHY M
SLBBPBR, DAVID A
SLBBPBR, MAR IB P
SLIVA, PATRICIA
SMITH, BARBARA G TRUSTBB
SMITH, BARR 6 JUDITH H










B/O 06. 069. 34700
L/B 06.069 74200
L/B 03A.046 646600
L/O 03. 063. 1600


























































L/B 03A 045.001 333400
L/B 03A 04S.004 266100
L/B 03A 036 19100
L/O 03A 045 204000
L/B 03A 045.002 345700
B/O 03C 013.006 1S0400
L/B 05A 009 251400










































L/O 09.004 4 004.2 742
L/B 11.0*1 337300
L/B 03A.016.001 287700
L/B 06.061 . 001 103900
L/B 08.026 242354
L/O 08 061 015.005 36300
I./B 06.006 40300
L/B 05.081 57000





L/B 06 . 016 .005 109200
L/B 05A. 037 204200
B/O 12 .006 15000
L/B 03 .111 556800











SMITH, DOUGLAS 4 SHARON







SMITH, KENT L 4 STELLA M








SMITH, NORMAN JR 4 BBVBRLY
SMITH, NORMAN P SR MRS)
SMITH, NORMAN P SR MRS)
SMITH, NORMAN P SR MRS)
SMITH, NORMAN P SR MRS)
SMITH, NORMAN P SR MRS)
SMITH, NORMAN P SR MRS)








SMITH, STBPHBN H JR
SMITH, STBPHBN M JR

















































SOUTHMAYD, CHARLES 4 DBBORAH ST AL B/O
SPAR REALTY TRUST L/B
SPBAS, ROBIN L/B
SPELLHAN, RICHARD P 4 KATHLBEN A L/B
SPENCER, BEATRICE A TRUSTBB L/B
SPBHCER, LARRY T 4 BLSANOR L/B
SPENCER, NORMAN F 4 ANITA L L/B
SPBRRY, MARIA J L/O
3 PRAGUE, ROBBRT J 4 ANNB H L/B
S PRAGUE, ROBERT J 4 ANNB M L/O
SQUAM BOAT LIVBRY L/B
SQUAN BOAT LIVERY L/B
SOUAM LAKE PROPERTY TRUST L/B
SQUAM LAKES ASSOC L/B
SQUAM LAKES ASSOCIATION L/B
SQUAM LAKBS ASSOCIATION L/B
SQUAM LAKBS CONSERVATION SOCIBTY L/B
SQUAM LAKESIDE FARM L/B
SQUAM LAKESIDE MARINA L/B
SQUAM LAKESIDE MARINA INC L/O
ST ANDRS, DONALD L JR 4 PATRICIA B/O
ST ANDRB, DONALD L SR 4 AMELIA L B/O
ST ANSBLMS COLLBGB L/B
ST ANSBLMS COLLBGB L/O
ST CYR, BARRY L/O
ST CYR, BARRY L L/B
ST CYR, CLAUVIS B L/B
ST CYR, TIMOTHY L/B
STANLEY , BDWARD L/B
STAPLBS, OLIVB W TRUST L/B
STARK, ARCHIBALD L/O
STARK, ARCHIBALD 4 BLSANOR L/B
STARK, ARCHIBALD 4 BLSANOR L/B
STBPP, ROBBRT M 4 BLSANOR P L/B
STBPP, THOMAS J 4 SUSAN J L/B
STBRRY, RICHARD B 4 MARY ANN L/B
STEVENS, CAROL I NB R L/B
STEVENSON PAMILY LIMITED PARTNRSHP B/O
SMITH-GARY, KRICKBT
SNOW, ALBERT (REV) 4 JANET A




STILLING3, FRANKLIN 4 MICHAEL
STILLINGS, MICHAEL
STOPFBL, ANDREW C 4 LORI W
STONE, PHILIP WILKINS
STRAND, CARL G. C 4 ARLSNB M
CARL G. C 4 ARLBNB M
CARL G. C 4 ARLBNB M
CARL G.C 4 ARLBNB M
CARL G.C 4 ARLBNB M
ROBBRT B








SULLIVAN, WILLIAM B 4 JOYCE C
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM S 4 JOYCE C
SUTCLIPF, GBORGB
SVBC, VICTOR 4 LISA J
SVBC, VICTOR 4 LISA J
SWANSON, BDWARD N 4 MARY ANNA
SWANSON, JAMBS C
SWBBDLBP, STEVEN
SWRTT, CHAR LBS R
SNINDBLL, JEAN B
SWINDELL, JBAN B ST AL TRUSTBBS
SZABADICS, STEVEN B 4 MARYANN
TADOBLL, ROBBRT B 4 HBLBN B
TANNER, CHARLES H 4 BSTBLLB D
TATBM, CAMILLA D JONES
TAYLOR REAL BSTATB TRUST
TAYLOR, BBNJAMIN
TAYLOR, BBNJAMIN 4 KATHBRINB











































































































































































































































LYLB M 6. DORIS A
LYLB M 4 DORIS A
LYLB M 4 DORIS A
LYLB M & DORIS A
LYLB M JR 4 CYNTHIA C
DIANA H
TIRONB, WILLIAM J
TOBYNB, ROBERT 4 HBATHBR
TODD, DONALD P
TODD, DONALD P
T0U3AS, GBRALD B 4 JBAN T TRUSTBBS
TOUGAS, GERALD B S, JBAN T TRUSTBBS
TOWBR, ROSS H 4 ALICB K
TRAKAT, WILLIAM 4 SANDRA N
TRBMBLAY, GAIL S
TRBMBLAY, PAUL A 4 DIANB C
TRBMBLAY, PAUL A 4 DIANB C
TRBMBLAY, ROBBRT D s, GAIL S






TUVBSON, ROBBRT 4 JOANNA
TWITCHBLL, JANICB D TRUSTBB
TWOMBLY, ROBBRT G 4 SHEILA M
TYLBR, GARY K SR 4 GARY K JR
TYRBLL, HARRY B
TYRBLL, HARRY B 4 CONSTANCE J
TYRBLL, HARRY B 4 CONSTANCB J
TYRRELL, ORVBLL C 4 LILLIAN B
UHLBR, ROGER O 4 MIRIAM 4 BRIAN
UKBNA, THOMAS 4 SUSAN
UNITBD LEASING CORP
UPWIND CORP
VAILLANT, GBRARD W 4 MARY H
BLIZABBTH H
BLIZABBTH H
JOHN H 4 BLIZABBTH H
JOHN H 4 BLIZABBTH H
JOHN H 1 BLIZABBTH H
ROBBRT W 4 ALICB K
ROBBRT W 4 ALICB K
VALPBY, ROBBRT W 4 ALICB K
VAN IHGBN, BVBLYN H
VAN SICKLB, BARBARA S TRUSTBB
VAN VLIBT, R 4 BLIZABBTH K
VANDBTTB, JOSEPH M
VANDBTTB, JOSEPH M
VEASBY, WILLIAM & BETTY J
VICINUS, CHARLBS H 4 JOAN H
VICINUS, CHARLBS H 4 JOAN H
VITTUM, CARROLL
VOKBS, C RICHARD
VOLK, PAUL 4 RUTH
VOLPB, H THOMAS EXECUTOR
VORNBBRGER, KARL P & MARGARBT G
WAGNER, HBRBBRT A
WAKS, MARK S 4 KATHLEEN C
NALCOTT, PBTBR W 4 GAIL M
WALCOTT, PBTBR W 4 GAIL M
WALDHAUSBN, MARIAN 4 JOHN 4 ROBBRT
NALDRON, BUGBNB M BSTATB
WALKBR, WILLIAM CRAIG
WALLNBR, NICHOLAS
WALLNBR, NICHOLAS 4 CALHOON
WALLNBR, NICHOLAS 4 CALHOON
WALSH, SYLVIA
WALSH, THOMAS B
WALSH, WILLIM 4 GBRT
WARBURTON, BDWARD J 4 JOYCE M




WBATHBRBBB, NORMAN 4 BARBARA A
WBBB, WILLIAM B
WBBB, WILLIAM B 4 BONNIE L
















WBBSTBR, LAURBNCB J BT AUX








WBISS, JBRALD A 1 BBVBRLY J
WBISSMAN, ROBBRT J
WELLS, ROBBRT 3 t, SH BRRY A
WBNDBLBOB, MATTHBW 4 PRANCINB
WBNDBLBOB. MATTHBW 4 PRANCINB
WBNDBLBOB, MATTHBW 4 PRANCINB
WBNDBLBOB, MATTHBW 4 PRANCINB
WBNTZBLL, BDWARD
WBNTZBLL, BDWARD 4 BUNICB
WBNTZBLL, BDWARD 4 BUNICB
WBNTZBLL, WILLIAM P 4 MAURBBN B
WBRNBR, BRIC 3 4 DAGA TRUSTBBS
WERNER, BRIC 3 4 KAREN S
WBSCOTT, MBRLB 4 GERTRUDE B
WBSCOTT, RALPH H 4 ANA M
WBSCOTT, RALPH H 4 ANA M
WBSCOTT, RALPH H 4 ANA M
WBSCOTT, RALPH H 4 ANA M
WEST PAMILY 1994 CONSBRV TRUST
WBST PAMILY CONSERVATION TRUST
WBST PAMILY CONSERVATION TRUST





L/O 02 026 A 33300















L/B OS. 089 262400










B/O 03A.011 .001 313500






































L/B 04 .021.019 27100
L/O 03 .037.002 12800
L/O 03A.029 144000
B/O 03.037 80600


















L/O 11. 070. A & 71 1100
L/B 10 052 197049
L/O 10.025 597103
L/O 10.005 1500
L/O 10.052 .002 22300
L/O 10.053 44625
B/O 11.025 73100
L/O 11. 016. C 4 003 2993
B/O 11.034 78200
L/B 11.034.003 * 308783
L/B 11.048 939064
B/O 11.034 78200




B/O 11 .034 78200
L/O 10. 055. 003.
B
27300










L/O 07. 126 23300
L/B 07. 127 69600
L/B 08.043 .017 148300
L/B 03.026 95500
L/B 03A.018.001 249600
L/B 06. 004. 50400
L/O 09.018. 001 8000




L/B 10 022 001 458800
L/O 10 028 1*22 2 5S62
OWNSR(S)
WEST, BRIC F 4 BUGBNIA L
WBST, GIPPORD S 4 BMILY
WEST, GIPPORD 8 4 BMILY
WBST, GIPPORD 8 4 BMILY
WBST, JENNIFER
WBST, MRS EUGENIA L 4, SBORGB 8
WBST, RICHARD A
WBSTBBRO, PRANK B JR
WBSTBBRG, IHGRID
WBYMOUTH, RICHARD 4 KATHBRI! L
WBYMOUTH, RICHARD 4 KATHBRIN L
WHITE, JOHN O JR
WHITB. JOHN O JR 1 CARLENB /






WHITMAN, PAUL B 4 JANICB A
WHITTBHORB, CYNTHIA L
WHITTBMORB, BDWARD R 4 KATHLBBN 8
WICKSMAN, ROGER 4 SUSAN
WICKSMAN, STBVBN 4 MARGARBT
WIGGBTT, DONALD 4 MARY
NIGGBTT, DONALD 4 MARY
WIGGBTT, MRS CHRI3TINB
WILBURN, RICHARD A
WILKIB, DALE P 4 MAURBBN
WILLIAMS, DAVID J
WILLIAMS, DAVID J 4 JANET M
WILLIAMS, PHILLIP LBB
WILLIAMSON, ANNB J
WILLOUGHBY, ALBBRTA B TRUSTEE
WILOUGHBY, HOLLI3 B TRUSTBB
WILOUGHBY, HOLLI3 8 TRUSTBB
WILOUGHBY, HOLLIS B TRUSTBB
WILTSB, MBLVIN 4 GAIL P
WINDWOOD CORP
WINTON, CLARBNCB T 4 MARGARBT R
WINZBLBBRG, MARY L
WOLPP, DOUGLAS B 4 CARLE B J
WOOD, BVEVBRLY A RBVOCABLB TRUST
WOOD, BVEVBRLY A RBVOCABLB TRUST
WOOD, RICHARD 3 4 CHRISTINA D
WOODBURY, B DAVIS JR
WOODBURY, B DAVIS JR
WOODBURY, BDWARD 8 4 LINDA M






YOPP. MICHAEL H 4 DONNA M




ZAHKA, ALAN C 4 LINDA T
ZIMMBR, ANTHONY L 4 LINDA M
ZIMMBR, PRANK 4 LBSLIB
ZIMMBR, LARRY 4 DONNA
ZIMMBR, PHILIP 4 DOROTHEA
ZIMMBR, PHILIP J 4 DOROTHEA G
ZIMMBR, WILLIAM 4 ROSB
ZIMMBR, WILLIAM 4 ROSB
ZOCK, ROBBRT A 4 MAURBBN A





L/O 10 028.004 81700
L/O 10 050 1826
L/O 10 028.005 61900
L/B 10 021 763991
L/B 10 028.003 165900
L/B 03 062 146200
L/B 03 063 308531




L/B 06 018 128200
L/B 05 021 38900
L/B 08 051. B 137600
L/8 12 008 467900
L/O 0SA.070 2100
L/O 10 019 004 512500
L/B 11 058 529300
L/O 07 086.001 21700
L/B 02 043 117535
L/B 07 100 59600
L/B 07 001.003 167800
L/B 03 073 168500
L/O 03 089 21900
L/B 08 063 79100
L/B 08 064 4S700
B/O 08 002.057 7700
L/B 04 021.013 71200
L/O 05 027 34300
L/O 06 016.008 26300




L/B 07 054 44400
L/B 07 053 56000
L/B 07 054. 165800
L/B 03 103 77300
L/B 03 100 735700
L/B 05 051 88900
B/O 08 006.024 24500




L/B 0SA 063 159900
L/B 02 .022 122100
L/B 07 040 45200
L/B 03 095.006 1063800
L/B 10 004.004 245600
L/O 05 073 6900
L/O 03 023.002 99900
L/B 04 021 .022 39300
L/B 05 * 092 A 189500
L/B 04 021 .037 26300
L/B 11 060 459100
L/B 03 049 366300
L/B OS 014 108300
L/B 07 176.001 238200
L/B 09 018.004 74900
L/B 06 021 32900
L/B 06 026 68800
B/O 06 026 44200
L/B 06 025 74400
L/B 08 062 48000
L/B 06 008 4 009 71282
L/B 06 007 54700







Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 8:30am - 4:30pm
Closed Thursday
Friday 8:30 - Noon
Compliance/Health Officer 968-9954
(Building Permits/Septic Permits)
Monday, Wednesday, 8:00am - Noon
Tax Collector/Town Clerk 968-7536
Monday - Friday, 9:30am - 2:30pm
1st and 3rd Thursday 9:30am - 4:30pm
Transfer Station 279-6336
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 8:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday, 8:00am - Noon










Any Change in Scheduled Hours will be Noticed.
